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Where History and Geography Meet
Today, John Brown's war against slavery can be seen as a deep, divisive
influence on the course of mid-19th century American politics. This
Study Guide, along with the book John Brown Raid and the video To
Do Battle in This Land, is designed to help junior and senior high school
teachers prepare their students to understand this essential issue in
American history. It can also he used to lay the groundwork for a visit to
Harpers Ferry National Historical Park, where travelers can explore
firsthand the places associated with the event that intensified national
debate over the slavery issue and helped to bring on the Civil War.
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Learning Places in the Parks
Although schools, libraries, and museums provide the foundation for a
sound educational system, our physical surroundings also offer fertile
opportunities for scholastic development. Like other nations, the United
States draws upon its many natural and historical sites as "learning labs"
for the young. These out-of-doors classrooms augment school studies,
stimulating the desire to learn from the environment itself.

A century ago, in 1891, Professor Rollin Salisbury of the University of
Chicago, took geology students to what was soon to be Glacier National
Park for a summer of field exploration in that remarkable mountain
setting. Now, more formally called interpretation, park educational
work has expanded to encompass the places, events, and individual
contributions that have shaped the American experience. National
parks offer opportunities to study geography, history, and the natural
sciences in settings that are part of our national culture. Whether
indoors with effective teaching tools or afield in these great natural or
historical settings, parks are places with a special invitation for people
to learn.
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Introduction
The Study Guide and How to Use It

In 1859, John Brown and the 21 men
known as his "raiders" took up arms
against slavery in Harpers Ferry, Vir-
ginia (now West Virginia). At the time
of the raid, four million people in the
United States were slaves. Within the
next year-and-a-half, the issue of slav-
ery would be crucial in a war that would
cost 600,000 lives and rip the country
apart.

Although there is disagreement over
some details about what happened at
Harpers Ferry, the basic facts concern-
ing John Brown's attack are not in dis-
pute. Brown and his men secured the
two bridges into town, freed slaves from
surrounding farms and plantations, and
took hostages. Within a few hours, four
townspeople, ten raiders, three liber-
ated slaves, and one marine had been
shot and killed in what would become
known as "John Brown's Raid." Brown
was captured and, before the year was
out, tried and executed.

These are well-documented events of
American history. Their importance
lies in what they mean, both to the
people of the mid-19th century and to
students today. The Park Service has
prepared classroom materials to help
teachers in junior and senior high
schools explore that meaning with their
students.

This Study Guide is based on the
following two instructional aids:

1. John Brown's Raid, a 70-page paper-
back book that chronicles Brown's
life, his commitment to abolishing slav-
ery, his raid on Harpers Ferry, and his
trial and execution.

2. To Do Battle in the Land, a 26-minute
video about John Brown's raid nar-
rated by actor Ossie Davis.

To get the most out of the Study
Guide, start with the following
sections:

8

Using the Book and Video, which
includes a synopsis of the book and
video as well as pre-viewing and post-
viewing discussion and activities re-
lated to the video as a whole; and

Extended Lessons, which suggests ways
of using both video and book to focus
on specific parts of the curriculum,
such as government, social history,
geography, economics, literature, art,
and music. Lessons contain class-
room activities as well as "Points to
Discuss." The latter can also be used
to stimulate research and writing
assignments.
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US Marines under the direction of Li Israel
Green attack the armory engine house in
which John Brown (right) and some of his
raiders had taken refuge
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Using the Book and Video
Synopsis

The book John Brown's Raid and the
video To Do Battle in the Land tell the
story of John Brown, an abolitionist
whose raid on Harpers Ferry, Virginia,
in 1859 brought the issue of slavery in
the United States to the forefront of
the political and social agenda.

The book is illustrated with contem-
porary photographs, engravings, and
paintings, and follows John Brown's
life from his birth to his death on the
gallows 59 years later. Although it
emphasizes the attack on Harpers
Ferry, the book provides background
information to explain Brown's mo-
tives and objectives.

The video uses period music and illus-
trations, as well as specially commis-
sioned artwork, to tell John Brown's
story. Narrator Ossie Davis uses loca-
tions in present-day Harpers Ferry and
Charles Town to introduce opposing
views of Northern abolitionists and
Southern slaveholders and to address

major issues related to the event. These
include the rights of the individual
versus the rights of the government
and the constitutionality of slavery.
Throughout the video, visitors to Har-
pers Ferry offer comments about John
Brown and his cause in the form of a
running debate.

Both the book and the video describe
how John Brown's childhood and relig-
ious convictions led him to become a
radical abolitionist. Each reviews
Brown's activities in Kansas following
the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act
of 1850 and identifies features that led
him to select Harpers Ferry as his
target. Each recreates the attack and
its aftermath, raising the question of
why Brown allowed himself to be en-
trapped in Harpers Ferry after he must
have realized that his basic mission
had failed. Was he protecting his hos-
tages or was he caught off guard? Did
he intend to be a martyr from the
beginning?

10

The drama of John Brown's trial, sen-
tencing, and hanging are presented at
length in both book and video. In the
video, Ossie Davis presents various
reactions to Brown's case while stand-
ing at the Charles Town courthouse
where Brown was tried. Davis explains
how John Brown used his access to the
press to influence not only public
opinion but such writers as Thoreau,
Emerson, Longfellow, and Louisa May
Alcott. Finally, Davis tells how news-
paper reporters kept Brown's cause
alive.

The video ends with John Brown's
hanging. The book carries the story
into the Civil War years and describes
the effect the war had on Harpers
Ferry. An appendix contains a first-
hand account of John Brown's capture
by Lieutenant Israel Green, the offi-
cer who led the marines in the attack
on the armory's fire engine house.



7 Pre-Viewing Discussion Questions and Activities

Teachers or parents directing the study
of John Brown's raid should review the
materials in advance, deciding how to
use them to best advantage. The video
should probably be shown first to stim-
ulate interest in the subject, using the
book for follow-up discussions and
assignments. Here are some alterna-
tive ways to introduce the book and
the video:

Have students describe their con-
cept of slavery before and after view-
ing the video.

To identify what students know and
what myths they believe at the start,
have them create a list of adjectives
that they think describe John Brown.
Identify paradoxes or seemingly mu-
tually incompatible traits that appear
on the list. Encourage students to
confirm or refute their ideas about the
video.

Explain to students that in the video
they will hear a number of ordinary
citizens expressing opinions about John
Brown and his actions. Direct stu-
dents to pay careful attention to these
segments as they watch the video. Ask
them to remember one opinion with
which they agree and one with which
they disagree.

11

Have students list the things they
would like to know about John Brown,
his raid, his life, or life in America in
the mid-1800s. Challenge students to
locate answers in the video and book,
or from their own research.

As they view the video, have stu-
dents prepare a scorecard regarding
John Brown's life and his raid on Har-
pers Ferry, noting what they like or
dislike about Brown. Tally the results
and discuss the differences found in
the scores.
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Using the Book and Video

Post-Viewing Discussion Questions and Activities

John Brown's life is a study in dedica-
tion to an abiding cause. From his
early zealotry for the anti-slavery move-
ment on the plains of Kansas to his
fateful attack on Harpers Ferry, both
book and video describe the steady
intensification of Brown's emotional
commitment to the idea of freedom
for slaves. Engage students in a criti-
cal thinking exercise about Brown and
his mission by asking them to consider
some or all of the following:

Have students analyze the list of
adjectives describing Brown that they
created before seeing the video. Which
do they still believe are true? Which
would they eliminate? What specific
parts of the video helped them to
support or refute their initial list?

Ask students what they think would
have happened if any of the circum-
stances surrounding John Brown's raid
had been slightly altered. For exam-
ple, what do the-y think would have
happened if ...

... John Brown had escaped during
the raid on Harpers Ferry?

... John Brown had been killed during
the raid?

... John Brown had escaped from his
jail in Charles Town?

... John Brown had succeeded at
Harpers Ferry?

... John Brown had pleaded insanity::.
during his trial?

... Women had been included among
John Brown's raiders at Harpers Ferry?

... John Brown had been tried by the
Federal Government instead of the
Commonwealth of Virginia?

. .. John Brown had been tried in
Massachusetts instead of Virginia?

. .. John Brown's trial had been held-a
year later rather than a few weeks
after his raid on Harpers Ferry? 1 2.

. John Brown's jury had included
African-Americans?

... John Brown had not been given
access to the press?

. John Brown had not received sup-
port from abolitionists?

Ask students to identify specific parts
of the video and book that show how
Brown's background influenced his de-
sire to abolish slavery.

During and after his life, Brown was
called many things. Following are just
a few of the descriptive ways people
refer to him. Discuss which of these
descriptions students think are most
appropriate. Ask them if they can add
to them?

Captain John Brown: The abolitionist
zealot.

Commander-in-Chief: The leader of
the Provisional Army of the U.S.
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The Lunatic: The insane defendant.

The Martyr: The man who died for
his antislavery convictions.

Ossawatomie Brown: The man who
led a bloody massacre in Kansas.

Old Devil Brown: The man who ter-
rorized Kansas and Virginia.

Old John Brown: The business failure
who fathered 20 children.

Saint John the Just: The martyr will-
ing to sacrifice his life to rid the
country of slavery.

Look into and compare the views of
Thomas Jefferson and John Brown
regarding revolution.

Points to discuss:
Can opposing words describe the

same person?

What did students learn about John
Brown that surprised them?

John Brown has been described as
both a success and a dismal failure.
Which of these is true? Why?

Was John Brown a terrorist? Why or
why not?

What issues today would arouse peo-
ple's passions as seriously as John
Brown's raid on Harpers Ferry? Why?

What range of opinions about slav-
ery do you think Americans held in
1859?

Was John Brown a revolutionary
or an insane fanatic? What other
revolutionaries have had an impact on
American history? What made them
revolutionaries?

1

Many people considered John Brown
a martyr. What is a martyr? Who are
other well-known martyrs in history?
What principles were they protecting?

Why does John Brown remain such
a controversial figure in American
history? Who are the contemporary
John Browns?

Was John Brown a leader? What
qualities do leaders have?

Where would you place John Brown's
name in a list of American civil rights
leaders?

Were the methods John Brown used
to try to end slavery justified? Why or
why not?
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Extended Lessons
Law, Politics, Government, and Religion

Have each student write a letter to the
editor of a newspaper discussing how
John Brown might have appealed to
the Bill of Rights as justification for
his actions or as support for his trial
defense. Or have students write an
editorial on this topic.

Re-enact John Brown's trial in the
classroom. Among the roles that
should be assigned are: John Brown,
his lawyer, the prosecuting attorney,
witnesses, jurors, and the judge.

Divide the students into two groups.
Have one group pretend to be citizens
of Harpers Ferry, Virginia, the other
citizens of Concord, Massachusetts.
Debate the meaning and impact of
John Brown's raid from these two
viewpoints.

Points to discuss:
John Brown felt that nonviolent pro-

test was useless in the fight against
slavery. Other abolitionists, like Harriet
Beecher Stowe and Frederick Doug-
lass, fought with pen rather than pike.
Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin and Doug-
lass' Narrative of the Life of Frederick
Douglass were considered abolitionist
propaganda, for example. How did
Brown's ideology and attitude differ
from other abolitionists of that pe-
riod? Is violence necessary to effect
major social or political change? Is
violence ever justified? Is war ever
justified as a strategy to achieve peace?

John Brown's bloody attacks in Kan-
sas and at Harpers Ferry have been
compared to modern day terrorist at-
tacks. Some terrorists call themselves
"freedom fighters." What do you think
they mean? Does being a freedom
fighter justify violence?

14

John Brown was a resolute and relig-
ious man who defended his actions
on the basis of his interpretation of
the Bible. Do religious beliefs ever
override the law of the land or that of
societies? Who should interpret relig-
ious laws? What contemporary polit-
ical events have been shaped by an
individual's religious beliefs?

Shortly before his assassination in
April 1968, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
proclaimed, "I just want to do God's
will." Compare King's belief in God
with that of Brown. What role did
religion play in each man's life? How
did each view the use of violence?
Compare the techniques each man
used to bring about change in America.
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The video portrays John Brown as a

man who takes the law into his own
hands. After his death sentence was
pronounced, Brown told the court:
This court acknowledges the validity

of the law of God. I see a book kissed
here which I suppose to be the Bible,
or at least the New Testament. That
teaches me that all things whatsoever
I would have that men should do to

me, I should do even so to them. It
teaches me, further, to 'remember
them that are in bonds, as bound
with them.' I endeavored to act up to
that instruction." How does this state-
ment explain Brown's philosophy?

Should John Brown have been put to
death?

Today, the death penalty is still legal
in 35 States. Should it be extended to
all 50 States or abolished completely?
Students might research the status of
capital punishment in their State or
write to their Senators and Represent-
atives to learn their positions on the
issue.

15

According to John Brown's Raid,
Brown's defense counsel wanted to
use insanity as a defense to prevent
him from being sentenced to hang.
Look into the definition of insanity as
used by doctors and lawyers. Discuss
how this definition changes with the
times. Should a plea of insanity be
used to defend a murderer? Do you
think that Brown was insane? Should
an insane person be tried in the same
manner as a sane person?
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Extended Lessons

The Importance of Geography

Direct students to read pages 13-18 of
John Brown's Raid, which describe
the strategic location of Harpers Ferry
and the resources there that appealed
to Brown.

Distribute copies of Map 1 Harpers
Ferry and Vicinity in 1859on page
24. Have students identify those geo-
graphic features that caused Brown to
select this target, especially mountain
ranges, rivers, railroads, and industry.
Discuss the role each played and list
the features in order of importance to
Brown's mission.

Distribute copies of Map 2Harpers
Ferry in 1859on page 25 and have
students identify the specific resources
that attracted John Brown to Harpers
Ferry, particularly the U.S. Armory,
the rifle factory, and the canal.

Using the chronology of John Brown's
raid on pages 22-23, have students
number the events on the chronology
and mark these numbers on Map 1 to
show Brown's route.

Students might also consult a map of
the mid-Atlantic States to put Harpers
Ferry into a larger context. For exam-
ple, its nearness to Pennsylvania, only
37 miles away, was an important geo-
graphic factor. Pennsylvania was a
free State, and escaped slaves were
generally among friends upon reach-
ing there.

Points to discuss:
According to John Brown's Raid,

George Washington considered Har-
pers Ferry "the most eligible spot on
the [Potomac] river" for an armory.
This was because of abundant water
power, iron ore, hardwood forests to
supply charcoal, and a secure inland
position. What other industries would
have found Harpers Ferry an attrac-
tive location?

16

Why was Harpers Ferry a strategi-
cally important location to both North
and South during the Civil War?

The video states that the Blue Ridge
Mountains were to be "the staging
area for a grand scheme to raid South-
ern plantations and free slaves." Using
a topographical map of the United
States, have students consider why
this particular mountain range was
more attractive for Brown's purposes
than other mountain ranges in the
area. Note that the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains extend deep into the South, link-
ing with the Smokies, which go even
farther south. Brown intended to use
these mountains as his fortress and his
getaway route for slaves.

What alternative sites might John
Brown have chosen? Why did he not
choose a site deeper in the South?



13 Slavery and the Constitution

John Brown and other abolitionists
wanted to put an end to what the
South referred to as its "peculiar insti-
tution." To demonstrate the constitu-
tionality of slavery in the United States,
have students read the Bill of Rights
and the three parts of the Constitution
that relate to slavery. These are: Arti-
cle I, Section 2 (The Three-Fifths
Compromise); Article I, Section 9 (Im-
portation of Slaves); and Article IV,
Section 2 (Fugitive Slaves). Discuss
how these documents reflect Ameri-
can philosophy of the period.

Ask students to create a poster or
draw a political cartoon that expresses
support for the following constitutional
amendments: XIII (prohibiting slav-
ery), XIV (prohibiting States from vi-
olating due process or equal protection
of the law), and XV (guaranteeing
rights of citizens against Federal or
State infringement based on race, color,
or previous condition of servitude).

Direct students to read a summary of
the Dred Scott decision by which the
Supreme Court denied Congress the
power to keep slavery out of the terri-
tories. What effect did this decision
have on the antislavery movement?
Discuss the power of the Supreme
Court, through the Constitution, to
define the Nation's laws and the effect
the makeup of the Court has on its
interpretation.

Points to discuss:
Why was slavery protected in the

Constitution?

John Brown's Raid (pages 3-4) tells a
story about how a young John Brown
witnessed a "very gentlemanly land-
lord" badly treat and abuse a slave
about his own age. Following this inci-
dent, Brown is said to have declared
"eternal war with slavery." How do
personal experiences influence a per-
son's perspective on an issue? Have
students identify which of their own
political beliefs have been influenced
by a personal experience?

17

Help students differentiate examples
in which rights are violated from those
in which feelings are hurt.

John Brown, his financial support-
ers, and most of his raiders were white.
Why did some white citizens oppose
slavery? What did white abolitionists
contribute to the movement? What
did black abolitionists contribute?



Extended Lessons
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In order for students to fully under-
stand the issues raised by John Brown,
they must understand that slaves were
considered to be property, not human
beings. Many slaveholders had mil-
lions of dollars invested in slaves.

Because they were considered to be
property, slaves could be bought and
sold. As an investment, the value of
this property could go up or down. If
a slave ran off, the owner lost his
investment.

While Brown morally opposed slavery,
he also understood the economics of
the system. By helping slaves escape,
he intended to bankrupt the entire
institution of slavery by making it risky
to invest in slaves.

Have students locate advertisements
for slaves that appeared in newspapers
of the period. What features of slaves
did owners stress? How do these ads
support the notion that slaves were
investments in property?

Have students imagine that they own a
plantation in 1860. Have them list the
changes they would anticipate in their
lifestyle if slavery were abolished. Then
list the ways in which the lives of their
slaves would change.

Point to discuss:
What economic justification did

Southern slaveholders give for main-
taining the institution of slavery?

This engraving of a Virginia slave auction
underscores the ruling passion of John
Brown's life. Brown believed slavery to be "a
great wrong against God and humanity "and
vowed "Eternal war" against it.



15 The Role of the Media

John Brown's trial and execution made
headlines in newspapers across the
country. Reporters kept Brown's name
in the papers and the public's atten-
tion focused on his cause. Even after
his capture, Brown continued to write
letters. Many newspapers published
Brown's letters during the period be-
tween his trial and his execution.

To demonstrate the role of the media
in influencing public opinion, ask stu-
dents to write an opinion piece, either
an editorial or a letter to the editor,
giving their views on the John Brown
case. Divide students into pairs in
which one student plays the role of a
reporter and the other plays one of
the following individuals: a plantation
owner, a freed slave, John Brown, Mary
Day Brown, Virginia's Governor Henry
A. Wise, or a Harpers Ferry resident.
By the time all interviews have been
reported, students will have been ex-
posed to a variety of opinions and may

select one on which to build their
assignment. Students also may want to
read excerpts from John Brown's Raid
before completing the assignment.

One way to demonstrate the role of
newspapers in influencing public opin-
ion is to assign students the task of
finding newspaper columns that ex-
press a range of views about an issue
today.

Have students imagine they are televi-
sion reporters. How would they report
on John Brown's raid and subsequent
trial? Among those they might inter-
view are: John Brown, Judge Parker,
prosecuting attorney Andrew Hunter,
one of Brown's defense attorneys, a
juror, Brown's son Owen, Brown's
daughter Annie, Col. Lewis Washing-
ton, Lt. Col. Robert E. Lee, and a
Harpers Ferry resident. Would they
report it differently, perhaps interview
different people, if their television sta-
tion were in Massachusetts rather than
South Carolina?

19

Points to discuss:
How have newspapers, radio, and

television influenced political events
in our lifetime? Consider events in the
United States as well as in other
countries.

Should the print and television me-
dia be used to influence public opinion?

If you had been a newspaper pub-
lisher in 1859, would you have allowed
Brown to voice his opinion in your
paper? Why or why not?

Should terrorists have access to the
media? Why or why not?

Is freedom of speech an absolute
freedom? Develop scenarios in which
an individual's freedom of speech is
abridged for the good of society.
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Extended Lessons

Women's Rights

The antislavery movement presented
an opportunity for female abolitionists
to influence public opinion. Women
raised their voices and their pens to
liberate slaves, and by so doing, liber-
ated themselves. Sarah Lewis, presi-
dent of the Women's Anti-Slavery
Society, wrote: "It is our only means
of direct political action. It is not our
right to fill the offices of government,
or to assist in the election of those
who shall fill them. We do not enact
or enforce the laws of the land. The
only direct influence we can exert
upon our Legislatures is by protest
and petitions."

Points to discuss:
According to John Brown's Raid,

Brown worried that neighbors in Vir-
ginia and Maryland would uncover his
plans. He reasoned that neighbors
would be less fearful if women lived
among the group, so he asked his wife
and daughter to come with him. He
told them, "It will be likely to prove
the most valuable service you can ever
render to the world." His daughter
Annie and his daughter-in-law Martha
joined him. They cooked, cleaned,
kept watch and boosted the morale of
the men. By assigning such mundane
roles to women, John Brown expressed
his understanding of women's rights.
How does that understanding com-
pare to his abolitionist philosophy?
How did their roles reflect women's
roles of the period? If you were Annie
or Martha Brown, would you have
gone? Why or why not? In what ways
did their roles in the abolition move-
ment differ from more educated abo-
litionist women like Julia Ward Howe,
Sarah Lewis, or Harriet Bc5cyer Stowe?

..

What was the role of free black
women in the abolition movement?

Would Annie and Martha Brown
have raided Harpers Ferry like John
Brown? What do you think that they
would have done differently?

How often do the book and the
video mention women? In what con-
text are women mentioned? What con-
clusions can you draw about the 1850s
and 1860s from this exercise?

What questions would you want to
ask Mary Day Brown or Annie Brown?

When did freed slaves and women
obtain the right to vote?

What role do women play in govern-
ment today?
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John Brown influenced many great
writers. His supporters included
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David
Thoreau, Herman Melville, Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, Louisa May
Alcott, and Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Many of these writers went on to write
poems, stories, and books based on
John Brown's life. Among the more
famous works is Stephen Vincent
Benet's John Brown's Body, an epic
poem about the Civil War era.

To illustrate how literature reflects
history, have students write a poem
based on John Brown's life. Encour-
age them to be descriptive and use
words and phrases found in the Glos-
sary (page 19).

Have students read or listen to the
lyrics of "John Brown's Body," a popular
song based on Brown's raid at Harpers
Ferry. Compare it to the story as por-
trayed in the video. How does this
story of Brown differ from the poem,
the book, and the video? How do print
and film influence the story?

To get to the essence of historical
thought, ask students to read biogra-
phies of John Brown written at differ-
ent times. Compare the interpretations.

21

Points to discuss:
The words of many abolitionists who

wrote about Brown and his raid at
Harpers Ferry are still read more than
a hundred years after they were writ-
ten. Ask students to consider how
history and current events influence
writers. Have them identify specific
examples. Similarly, ask students to
identify how writers influence the
course of history.

Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote, If he
Brown I shall suffer, he will make the

gallows glorious like the cross." Henry
David Thoreau concluded in Civil Dis-
obedience, "I think that we should be
men first, and subjects afterward. It is
not desirable to cultivate a respect for
the law, so much as for the right." By
contrast, Nathaniel Hawthorne thought
that "Nobody was ever more justly
hanged." Were Emerson and Thoreau
promoting violence as a means to end
slavery? Did they romanticize Brown's
idealism and actions? How? Why was
Hawthorne's point of view so different?
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Extended Lessons

Music

Music has always played an important
role in American culture and expres-
sion. The video features "John Brown's
Body," a popular tune among Union
soldiers during the Civil War. Many
stories exist about the origin of the
song "John Brown's Body." One claims
that it was written following a parade
in Boston after Brown's hanging. An-
other suggests that a Boston Light
Infantry Quartet improvised some
words about one of its members (a Mr.
Brown) and set it to the popular camp
meeting tune, "Say Brothers Will You
Meet Us?"

Divide the class into small groups.
Have each group express its feelings
about John Brown and his role in
abolishing slavery, either by creating a
rap song or by writing new lyrics for a
popular tune. Encourage students to
include words or phrases from the
Glossary (page 19).

Find examples of protest songs from
the 1960s, another period of unrest in
America. Compare the themes of pro-
test between songs of the 1860s and
those of the 1960s. Are the lyrics
timeless or unique to the period in
which they were written?

22

Points to discuss:
What songs currently popular have a

political message or opinion? In what
ways do these songs influence opin-
ion? In what ways does music provide
a way to be "heard" in our society?

Before the Civil War, slavery in the
South greatly influenced African-
American culture. Spirituals became
an important form of social response.
These songs often expressed the op-
pressive conditions under which the
slaves lived and reflected Christian
ideals that were imposed on them in
the United States. Why were these
songs so important to the slaves?
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Resources
Glossary

The Glossary contains words found
both in John Brown's Raid and in To
Do Battle in the Land.

Abolitionist: Advocate of the compul-
sory emancipation of slaves.

Armory: A factory where arms are
produced.

Arsenal: A warehouse where arms and
military equipment are stored.

Bleeding Kansas: The frontier terri-
tory where pro-slavery and anti-slavery
settlers fought over the extension of
slavery.

Border Ruffians: Pro-slavery support-
ers in the Kansas Territory.

Confederacy: The 11 Southern States
that seceded from the United States in
1860 and 1861.

Emancipation: The act or process of
becoming free from the control, re-
straint, or power of another.

Engine House: The armory firehouse
where John Brown was captured.

Free Soilers: Opponents of the exten-
sion of slavery into new States and
territories.

Foundry: An establishment where met-
als are cast.

Free Coloreds: Freed slaves.

Insurrection: Slaves rebelling against
their masters.

Jay Hawkers: Anti-slavery supporters
in the Kansas Territory.

Kennedy Farm: Brown's secret head-
quarters in the Maryland countryside
and the place from which he began his
raid.

Liberty Guards: John Brown's quasi-
militia company in Kansas.

Militia: Civilian military units, similar
to today's National Guard. They sur-
rounded and helped to capture Brown
at Harpers Ferry.

23

Pike: A long wooden rod with a sharp
metal spear attached at the top. Brown
ordered 1,000 pikes to arm slaves un-
trained in the use of firearms.

Plantation: An agricultural estate usu-
ally worked by resident labor, mostly
slaves.

Provisional Army of the U.S.: The
term John Brown gave his abolitionist
army just before the attack on Har-
pers Ferry.

Raider: A member of John Brown's
group of 22 men who took up arms to
raid Harpers Ferry, Virginia.

Sharps Carbine: A single-shot rifle
loaded from the rear and used by
Brown's raiders.

Slavery: The condition of holding an-
other person as property.

Treason: An attempt to overthrow the
government to which the offender owes
allegiance.
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Resources

Chronology 01 John Brown's Life and Related Events

1800
Born in Torrington, Connecticut, May
9.

1805
Brown family moves to Ohio.

1819
Attends schools in Massachusetts and
Connecticut.

1819-1825
Works as a tanner in Ohio.

1820
The Missouri Compromise prevents a
political crisis between North and
South on the issue of slavery.

1821
Marries Dianthe Lusk, June 21.

1829
Abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison
calls for the immediate emancipation
of slaves.

1831
Nat Turner leads a slave insurrection
in Virginia.

1832
Dianthe Lusk Brown dies on August
10.

1833
Marries Mary Ann Day on July 11.

1835-1840
Speculates in land near Hudson, Ohio.

1837
Suffers heavy financial losses in the
Panic of 1837. Abolitionist editor Elijah
Lovejoy is murdered by a mob. Brown
vows to dedicate his life to the de-
struction of slavery.

1841
Begins sheep farming.- 24

1842
Applies for bankruptcy.

1843
Four of his children die of dysentery
in one month.

1847
Reveals to Frederick Douglass his plan
to free the slaves.

1849
Travels to Europe to sell wool. Moves
to a farm at North Elba, New York.

1850
A new Fugitive Slave Law denies pro-
tection to slaves who have escaped to
the North.

1851
Founds the Black Abolitionist "League
of Gileadites" to resist the Fugitive
Slave Law by force.
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1851-1854
Brown's wool business fails.

1852
Harriet Beecher Stowe publishes Un-
cle Tom's Cabin.

1854
The Kansas-Nebraska Act enrages
abolitionists by opening the western
territories to slavery. Five of Brown's
sons move to Kansas.

1855
Attends convention of abolitionists at
Syracuse, New York. Joins sons in
Kansas. Helps defend Lawrence, Kan-
sas, against pro-slavery forces.

1856
In retaliation for the "Sack of
Lawrence," murders five pro-slavery
settlers along Potawatomie Creek in
Kansas. Leads a guerrilla band as
"Bleeding Kansas" explodes in
violence.

1857
Gains support from abolitionists in
Boston, New York, and throughout
New England. Orders 1,000 pikes. Es-
tablishes a military headquarters in
Tabor, Iowa.

In the Dred Scott decision, the U.S.
Supreme Court declares that slaves
are property and that Congress can-
not deprive slave owners of that
property.

1858
Attends the Chatham Convention in
Canada and receives support for a
"Provisional Constitution" of the
United States to govern the nation
freed from slavery. Leads a raid into
Missouri and frees 11 slaves.

25

1859
The U.S. Supreme Court upholds the
Fugitive Slave Act.

Arrives in Harpers Ferry, Virginia, on
July 3. Begins raid on Harpers Ferry
armory and arsenal on October 16.
Captured in the armory fire engine
house on October 18.

Tried in Charles Town, Virginia, Oc-
tober 27-30. Executed at Charles Town,
December 2. Buried at the Brown
farm in North Elba, New York, De-
cember 8.
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Resources

Chronology of John Brown's Raid on Harpers Ferry, 1859

July 3
John Brown, with sons Oliver and
Owen, and Jeremiah Anderson, ar-
rives in Harpers Ferry.

July 4
Brown rents the Kennedy farm. In
twos and threes, men join Brown at
the farm through October.

October 16
8:00 p.m. Brown and 21 raiders ad-
vance toward Harpers Ferry.

10:30 p.m. The raiders take the U.S.
Armory and Arsenal and the buildings
of Hall's Rifle Works on Virginius
Island.

Midnight Colonel Lewis W. Washing-
ton with his slaves and John Allstadt
with his son and slaves are captured at
their homes west of Harpers Ferry.

October 17
1:25 a.m. The raiders halt a Baltimore
& Ohio passenger train. Hayward
Shepherd, a free black and the station
baggage master, is shot dead.

4:00-5:00 a.m. The hostages are held
in the armory fire engine house.

Daybreak Messengers carry the alarm
to nearby towns. The raiders seize
armory employees as they report to
work.

7:00 a.m. The townspeople begin
firing on the raiders. Groceryman
Thomas Boer ly is killed by return fire.

10:00 a.m. The Jefferson Guards cap-
ture the Potomac River bridge. Dan-
gerfield Newby is shot. He is the
first raider to die. Other militia take
positions commanding the entrance
to the armory and the Shenandoah
River Bridge. Brown asks for a truce,
but raider William Thompson is seized
under a white flag.

26

Raiders Watson Brown and Aaron
Stevens are shot under a second truce
flag.

Raider William Leeman is killed trying
to escape across the Potomac.

1:30 p.m. U.S. Marines commanded
by Colonel Robert E. Lee travel by
train from Washington.

2:00 p.m. George W. Turner, a promi-
nent local farmer, is killed by the
raiders.

2:30 p.m. A party of citizens storms
Hall's Rifle Works. Three raiders at-
tempt to escape across the Shenan-
doah, but John Kagi is killed, Lewis
Leary is mortally wounded, and John
Copeland is captured. A drunken mob,
enraged by the mayor's death, drags
William Thompson from the Wager
House, murders him, and tosses his
body into the Potomac.
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3:00 p.m. Militiamen force Brown and
his men into the engine house and
free many of the hostages. Militia
units pour into town.

Raiders Owen Brown, Cook, Barclay
Coppoc, Francis Meriam, and Charles
Tidd, who had been guarding supplies
in Maryland, escape through the
nearby mountains.

Darkness The streets of Harpers Ferry
are jammed with hundreds of excited
militiamen, townspeople, and families
of the hostages. Many are drunk.

Copeland is captured. In the confu-
sion, Raiders Albert Hazlett and

Osborn P. Anderson leave the arsenal,
cross the Potomac, and flee north.
Raider Stewart Taylor is shot and
killed.

11:00 p.m. Ninety marines under Colo-
nel Lee enter the armory yard.

October 18
Oliver Brown is killed.

7:00 a.m. Lieutenant J. E. B. Stuart
twice delivers surrender demands to
Brown.

A storming party of 12 marines
smashes through a door of the engine
house. One marine is killed, another is
wounded. Lieutenant Israel Green fells
John Brown with his sword. Raiders
Thompson and Anderson are killed.
Raiders Coppoc and Shields Green
surrender. The fight ends in three
minutes. No hostages are injured.
Watson Brown dies.

2r

October 19
Brown, Stevens, Coppoc, Green, and
Copeland are jailed in Charles Town.

October 27-31
Brown is tried for treason against the
Commonwealth of Virginia for con-
spiring with slaves to rebel and for
murder.

November 2
John Brown is sentenced to hang.

December 2
John Brown is executed in Charles
Town.
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Suggestions for Additional Research
Books for Students

Benet, Stephen Vincent. John Brown's
Body. New York: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1927. (Grades 6 and up)
This epic has been called "the most
popular long poem of the century." It
begins with John Brown's raid and
concludes with the aftermath of the
Civil War.

Beatty, Patricia. Charlie Skedaddle.
New York: Morrow Junior Books,
1987. (Grades 5-9 )
A story about a young boy who enlists
as a drummer in the Union Army after
his brother is killed in action at
Gettysburg.

Blockson, Charles. The Underground
Railroad. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1984. (Grades 6 and up)
First person narrative chronicling
slaves' escape to freedom through var-
ious routes in the secret pre-Civil War
organization known as the Under-
ground Railroad.

Crane, Stephen. The Red Badge of
Courage: An Episode of the Ameri-
can Civil War. New York: Avon, 1987.
(Grades 7 and up)
This classic novel of the Civil War
provides a faithful portrayal of the
realities of the battlefield through the
experiences of a young man caught up
in the horrors of conflict.

Epstein, Sam, and Beryl Epstein.
Harriet Tubman: Guide to Freedom.
Easton, Md.: Garrard, 1968. (Grades
6 and up)
Follows the dramatic events of the life
of this escaped slave and courageous
abolitionist who helped more than 300
fugitive slaves reach safety in the North
and Canada.

Freedman, Russell. Lincoln: A Photo-
biography. New York: Clarion Books,
1988. (Grades 6 and up)
A warm biography that illustrates the
life and times of President Abraham
Lincoln with dozens of photographs
and prints from the period.
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Hamilton, Virginia. Anthony Burns:
The Defeat and Triumph of a Fugitive
Slave. New York: Knopf, 1988. (Grades
6 and up)
Tells the true story of a young runa-
way Virginia slave who fled to Boston
in 1854, only to be arrested and re-
turned to his master. A group of Bos-
tonians later bought his freedom.

Lester, Julius. To Be A Slave. New
York: Dial Books, 1968. (Grades 7-12)
All aspects of slavery in the United
States are described in detail by for-
mer slaves.

McKissick, Frederick, and Patricia
McKissick. Frederick Douglass: The
Black Lion. Chicago: Children's Press,
1987. (Grades 4 and up)
Details the life of Frederick Douglass
as a young slave, tradesman, anti-
slavery orator, journalist, writer U.S.
consul general, and minister resident
to Haiti.
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Meltzer, Milton. The Black Ameri-
cans: A History in Their Own Words.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1984.
(Grades 7 and up)
A collection of letters, speeches, mem-
oirs, and testimony by African-Amer-
icans from 1619 to 1983.

Meltzer, Milton. Underground Man.
New York: Harcourt Brace and Jovan-
ovich, 1972. (Grades 5 and up)
Drawing from court records, reminis-
cences of fugitive slaves, and abolition-
ists, Meltzer creates a suspenseful and
historically accurate novel of a young
white man aiding escaping slaves from
Kentucky in pre-Civil War days.

Miner, Jane C. Corey. New York: Scho-
lastic, 1986.
A story about a house slave who joins
the Jubilee Trail to escape from a
South Carolina plantation.

Quarles, Benjamin, editor. Blacks on
John Brown. Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1972. (Grades 7 and up)
This series of poems, letters, and per-
sonal narratives arranged chronologic-
ally from 1858 to 1972 provides a black
perspective on the life and deeds of
John Brown.
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Stampp, Kenneth. The Causes of the
Civil War. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1959. (Grades 8 and up)
A collection of historians' interpreta-
tions and the thoughts of civilians and
soldiers that offers a unique look at
the events leading to the Civil War.

Stowe, Harriet Beecher. Uncle Tom's
Cabin; on Life Among the Lowly. New
York: Modern Library, 1985. (Grades
7 and up)
Originally published in 1851-52 and in
numerous editions since, this classic
novel traces the life of Tom, a slave,
who eventually becomes a free black.
The book was one of the most effec-
tive contributions to the abolitionist
movement.
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Suggestions for Additional Research

Audiovisual Resources

"The Abolitionists," Program 9 in
America Past. 15 minutes. Agency for
Instructional Technology, 1987.
Focusing on the reform movement
known as abolitionism, this program
visits an underground railroad station
in Foundation City, Indiana, and Har-
pers Ferry, West Virginia, where the
story of John Brown's raid is told.

"The Ante-bellum South," Program
16 in America Past. 14 minutes. Agency
for Instructional Technology, 1986.
Describes different perspectives on
slavery in the South during the ante-
bellum years.

The Civil War. Nine videos, each 62 to
99 minutes in length. PBS Video, 1990.
This highly acclaimed series allows
students to experience the Civil War
through diaries, newspaper accounts,
and the letters of those who lived
through it. These are interwoven with
archival photographs, moving period
music, newsreel footage of veterans,
and cinematography of the now-quiet
battlefields.

"Civil War Songs and Historical Nar-
ration." Four 30-minute audio-cas-
settes. W.E.M. Records.
Chronicles the Civil War through song
and narration and places the music in
a historical context.

"Crisis of Union," The American Ad-
venture. 30 minutes. PBS Video, 1987.
Explores the implications of the
Supreme Court's 1857 Dred Scott
Decision, including South Carolina's
decision to secede from the Union.

"Frederick Douglass: An American
Life." 30 minutes. National Park Ser-
vice, U.S. Department of the Interior,
1985.
A documentary on the personal and
public life of orator, emancipator, and
statesman Frederick Douglass, as told
in his own words.

"Louisiana Plantation," Volume 10 in
American Scrapbook. 15 minutes.
Great Plains National, 1976.
A general study of the American South.

S. 34

"North to Freedom," Volume 11 in
American Scrapbook. 15 minutes.
Great Plains National, 1976.
Details the famous Underground Rail-
road that helped slaves to escape.

"Frederick Douglass: The Slave Who
Wouldn't Give Up," Program 5 in
Truly American. 20 minutes. Great
Plains National, 1974.
Photographs, films, interviews, and
dramatizations re-create the life of
Frederick Douglass.

Roots. Six videos, 90 minutes each.
Wolper Productions, 1977.
Based on Alex Haley's book, this
series chronicles an African-American
family through several generations
from freedom in Africa through slavery
in America to emancipation.

"Sojourner Truth / Harriet Tubman:
The Truth and Moses," Program 4 in
Truly American. 20 minutes. Great
Plains National, 1974.
Photographs, films, interviews, and
dramatizations re-create the lives of
Sojourner Truth and Harriet Tubman.
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American Anti-Slavery Society Staff.
Anti-Slavery History of the John Brown
Year: Being the Twenty-Seventh Re-

port of the American Anti-Slavery
Society.

Aptheker, Herbert. A Documentary
History of the Negro People in the
United States. Volume I. New York:
Carol Publishing Company, 1951.

Avery, Elijah. Capture and Execution
of John Brown. Arlington Heights, Ill.:
Metro Books, 1969.

Barry, Joseph. The Strange Story of
Harpers Ferry . . . . Martinsburg, WV.:
The Women's Club of Harpers Ferry
District, 1903.

Billington, Ray Allen, ed. The Journal
of Charlotte Forten: A Young Black
Woman's Reactions to the White World
of the Civil War Era. New York: W.W.
Norton, 1953.

Du Bois, W.E.B. John Brown. Chi-
cago: International Publishers Com-
pany, 1987. Originally published in
1909.

Fisher, Miles. Negro Slave Songs in the
United States. New York: Carol Pub-
lishing Company, 1978.

Oates, Stephen B. To Purge This Land
with Blood: A Biography of John
Brown. Amherst: University of Massa-
chusetts Press, 1984. (Suitable for ad-
vanced students)

Rose, Willie Lee. Documentary His-
tory of Slaves. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1976. (Suitable for
advanced students)

Rose, Willie Lee. Slavery and Free-
dom. New York:Oxford University
Press, 1982. (Suitable for advanced
students)

Ruchames, Louis, ed. John Brown:
The Making of a Revolutionary. New
York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1969. Origi-
nally A John Brown Reader.

Sanborn, Franklin B., ed. Life and
Letters of John Brown, Liberator of
Kansas and Martyr of Virginia. West-
port, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1969.
Reprint of 1891 edition.

Scott, John A. John Brown of Harper's
Ferry. New York: Facts on File, 1988.

Smith, Page. The Nation Comes of
Age: A People's History of the Ante-
Bellum Years. New York: Penguin
Books, 1981.

Stampp, Kenneth M. The Peculiar
Institution: Slavery in the Ante-Bellum
South. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1959.

Thoreau, Henry David. Yankee in Can-
ada, with Anti-Slavery and Reform
Papers. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood
Press, 1970. Reprint of 1892 edition.

Villard, Oswald G. John Brown, 1800-
1859: A Biography Fifty Years After.
Revised edition. New York: Knopf,
1943. Originally published in 1910.
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Suggestions for Additional Research

Visiting Harpers Ferry

Harpers Ferry National Historical Park
is located in Harpers Ferry, West Vir-
ginia. It sits at the confluence of the
Shenandoah and Potomac Rivers and
is dominated by the Blue Ridge
Mountains. Harpers Ferry is approxi-
mately one-and-a-half hours from
Washington, D.C.

Almost 250 years of history wait to be
discovered at the park (see Map 1,
page 24). Harpers Ferry began as a
resting place for early settlers and
expanded into a Government indus-
trial town. It survived the impact of
John Brown's raid only to be torn
apart by the Civil War a few years
later.

Maps for a walking tour of both the
historic district and nearby Virginius
Island, where industry was once lo-
cated, are available at the park's In-
formation Center. A booklet about
Virginius Island can be purchased at
the Bookstore. In addition, the Infor-
mation Center and the John Brown
Museum offer short films, slide pres-
entations, and historical exhibits.

Before visiting the park, ask students
to create a list of sites that they would
like to visit. Note that not many of the
original buildings associated with John
Brown's raid still exist. The site itself,
however, is rich with historical mean-
ing. Among the places students might
like to visit in the Jefferson County
area are: the Courthouse and hanging
site in Charles Town, and the Ken-
nedy farmhouse in nearby Maryland.

At Harpers Ferry, visit the historical
exhibits and discuss with students how
the area has changed since 1859. For
example, what remains of the build-
ings associated with John Brown's
raid? What is important about the
other buildings that are in the park?
How do today's bridges differ from the
one that John Brown crossed?

After visiting Harpers Ferry, students
might want to start a scrapbook on
Harpers Ferry, design a bulletin board
on the class trip to Harpers Ferry,
draw a map of Harpers Ferry, write a
report on a favorite experience at
Harpers Ferry, or conduct additional
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research. Other possible topics for
student exploration are John Brown,
slavery, Harpers Ferry guns, and the
Civil War. Students also might want to
explore the role of industrialization at
Harpers Ferry during the 19th century
or investigate the role of Storer Col-
lege in the Freedman's Movement for
emancipated blacks. For information
about the park and its educational
programs, write Harpers Ferry National
Historical Park, P.O. Box 65, Harpers
Ferry, WV 25425, or call (304) 535-6029.

Production Credits: The book, John
Brown's Raid, was prepared by the
Division of Publications and is based
on studies by William C. Everhart and
Arthur L. Sullivan. The video, To Do
Battle in This Land, was directed by
Tom Kleiman and written by Larry
Klein, Mark Olshaker, and Tom Klei-
man. It was photographed by Tom
Gray. This Study Guide was prepared
by Toby Levine Communications, Inc.,
Bethesda, Md., Harpers Ferry National
Historical Park, and the staff of the
Division of Publications.
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This old lithograph shows the United States
Armory and Arsenal at Harpers Ferry in
1857, two years before John Brown's fateful
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Classrooms in the Parks / Parks in the Classrooms
With 80 million acres in more than 350 diverse sites across the Nation,
the U.S. National Park System plays a special role in contemporary
education. But how can these great learning places that are the parks be
linked with school programs, particularly where parks and classrooms
are far apart? One way is through practical teaching tools, printed and
electronic, which facilitate discussion, geographic awareness, and travel.

Park Video Packs are prepared for parents, teachers, librarians, stu-
dents, and travelers interested in learning about our national parklands
and what they mean. Each Park Video Pack includes an illustrated
National Park Handbook, a Park Video on a site or related theme, and a
Study Guide coordinating these materials for individuals or groups.
These Park Video Packs are rich with information and suitable for a
variety of teacher-student applications. They are sold by nonprofit
cooperating associations supporting NPS interpretation in the parks.
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The text of this booklet was prepared by the staff of the Office
of Publications and is based on National Park Service reports
by William C. Everhart and Arthur L. Sullivan.

National Park Handbooks are published to support the National
Park Service's management programs and to promote under-
standing and enjoyment of the more than 350 National Park
System sites, which represent important examples of our coun-
try's natural and cultural inheritance. Each handbook is
intended to be informative reading and a useful guide before,
during, and after a park visit. More than 100 titles are in print.
They are sold at parks and can be purchased by mail from
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402.

Harpers Ferry National Historical Park is administered by the
National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior. A super:
intendent, whose address is Harpers Ferry, WV 25425, is in
immediate charge.

Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication Data

United States National Park Service.
John Brown's raid.
National Park Service history series
Supt. of Docs. no.: 129-2: J61 /4.
1. Harpers Ferry, W Va.-John Brown Raid,
1859. I. Title II. Series: United States.
National Park Service. History series.
E45 I .U58 1974 973.7'116 73-600184
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"All through the conflict, up and down
Marched Uncle Tom and Old John Brown,
One ghost, one form ideal;
And which was false and which was true,
And which was mightier of the two,
The wisest sibyl never knew.
For both alike were real."

Oliver Wendell Holmes
June 14, 1882
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JOHN BROWN'S RAID

Through the gloom of the night, Sunday, October 16, 1859, a small
band of men tramped silently behind a horse-drawn wagon down a
winding Maryland road leading to Harpers Ferry, Va. From the shoulder
of each man hung loosely a Sharps rifle, hidden by long gray shawls that
protected the ghostly figures against the chilling air of approaching winter.
A slight drizzle of rain veiled the towering Blue Ridge Mountains with
an eerie mist. Not a sound broke the stillness, save the tramping feet
and the creaking wagon.

Side by side marched lawyer and farmer, escaped convict and pious
Quaker, spiritualist and ex-slave, joined in common cause by a hatred of
slavery. Some had received their baptism of fire in "Bleeding Kansas,"
where a bitter 5-year war between pro-slavery and anti-slavery factions left
death and destruction in its wake and foreshadowed a larger conflict to
come. Most were students of guerrilla tactics; all were willing to die to
free the slaves.

This strange little force, five Negroes and 14 whites, was the
"Provisional Army of the United States," about to launch a fantastic
scheme to rid the country of its "peculiar institution" once and for all,
a scheme conjured up by the fierce-eyed, bearded man seated on the
wagon"Commander in Chief" John Brown. He was the planner, the
organizer, the driving force, the reason why these men were trudging down
this rough Maryland road to an uncertain fate.
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4 THE ROAD TO HARPERS FERRY
This man who would electrify the Nation and bring it closer to civil

war by his audacious attack on slavery was born at Torrington, Conn.,
on May 9, 1800, the son of Owen and Ruth Mills Brown. The Browns
were a simple, frugal, and hard-working family. They had a deep and
abiding interest in religion, and from earliest childhood John Brown was
taught the value of strong religious habits. He was required, along with
his brothers and sisters, to participate in daily Bible reading and prayer
sessions. "Fear God t keep his commandments" was his father's constant
admonition. It was also his father who taught him to view the enslavement
of Negroes as a sin against God.

In 1805 the Browns, like many other families of the period, moved
west to Ohio. There, in the little settlement of Hudson, about 25 miles
south of Cleveland, John grew to manhood. He received little formal
education; most of what he learned came from what he afterwards called
the "School of adversity." He cared little for studies, preferring life in
the open. Consistently choosing the "hardest as roughest" kinds of play
because they afforded him "almost the only compensation for the
confinement al restraints of school," he was extremely proud of his

The future abolitionist and martyr in the cause
of Negro freedom was born in this stark, shutter-
less farmhouse in Torrington, Conn. He lived
here only 5 years. In 1805 his father, Owen
Brown (above), sold the farm and moved the
family west to Ohio.
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John Brown probably never saw a slave auction, portrayed
here in an illustration from the 1852 edition of Harriet
Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin, but his horror and
hatred of slavery made its destruction the "greatest or
principle object" of his life.

ability to "wrestle, a Snow ball, e4 run, .1% jump, t4 knock of old seedy
Wool hats."

When John was 8 years old his mother died, and for awhile he believed
that he would never recover from so "complete gs permanent" a loss.
His father remarried, but John never accepted his stepmother emotionally
and "continued to pine after his own Mother for years."

An indifferent student, and "not . . . much of a schollar" anyway,
John quit school and went to work at his father's tannery. Owen Brown,
who had been a tanner and a shoemaker before moving to Hudson, had
already taught his son the art of dressing leather from "Squirel, Raccoon,
Cat, Wolf, or Dog Skins," and John soon displayed remarkable ability
in the trade. When the War of 1812 broke out, Owen contracted to supply
beef to the American forces in Michigan. He gave John the task of
rounding up wild steers and other cattle in the woods and then driving
them, all by himself, to army posts more than 100 miles away. Contact
with the soldiers and their profanity and lack of discipline so disgusted
young Brown that he later resolved to pay fines rather than take part in
the militia drills required of all Hudson males of a certain age.

It was during the war, or so Brown later claimed, that he first came to
understand what his father meant about the evil of slavery. He had just
completed one of his cattle drives and was staying with a "very
gentlemanly landlord" who owned a slave about the same age as John.
The. Negro boy was "badly clothed, poorly fed . . . beaten before his
eyes with Iron Shovels or any other thing that came first to hand."
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John Brown had not yet grown his
famous beard when this picture was

taken in Kansas in 1856. Though 3 years
away from the deed that would make

his name immortal, he had already
begun his private war against slavery.

Mary Ann Day, Brown's
loyal and self-sacrificing
second wife, stoically en-
dured her husband's constant
wanderings in business and
anti-slavery activities. She
is shown here about 1851
with two of their daughters,
Annie and Sarah.

Outraged by this, John returned home "a most determined Abolitionist"
swearing "Eternal war with Slavery."

In 1816 John joined the Congregational Church in Hudson and soon
developed a strong interest in becoming a minister. For a while he attended
a divinity school in Plainfield, Mass., then transferred to another school
in Litchfield, Conn. At that time Litchfield was a center of abolitionist
sentiment; it was also the birthplace of Harriet Beecher Stowe, whose book
Uncle Tom's Cabin, published in 1852, would stir passions North and
South, win international support for the anti-slavery cause, and help to
bring on civil war in 1861. How much of Litchfield's abolitionist
atmosphere young Brown absorbed is not known. A shortage of funds
and an inflammation of the eyes forced him to return to Ohio in the
summer of 1817. His dream of becoming a minister was forever shattered,
but he never lost his religious fervor.
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When he was 20 years old, "led by his own inclination t prompted
also by his Father," Brown married Dianthe Lusk, a "remarkably plain"
and pious girl a year younger than himself. She died 12 years later, in
August 1832, following the birth of their seventh child. Brown remarried
within a year, and fathered 13 children by his second wife, Mary Ann Day.
In a never-ending struggle to feed and clothe his growing family, Brown
drifted through Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, Connecticut, and
Massachusetts plying many trades. He worked at tanning, surveying, and
farming; at times he was shepherd, cattleman, wool merchant, and
postmaster; for a while he bred race horses and speculated in real estate.
Uniformly unsuccessful in these ventures, Brown's debts mounted, and
he was barely able to keep his large family from starvation.

Despite his frequent business reversals and his strenuous and consuming
efforts to support his family, Brown never abandoned his intense desire
to free enslaved Negroes from bondage. His first opportunity to strike a
blow at the institution he hated so much came in Kansas, where, following
the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854, pro-slavery "Border
Ruffians" clashed brutually with anti-slavery "Jayhawkers" over the
extension of slavery to Kansas and Nebraska Territories.

Five of Brown's sonsOwen, Jason, Frederick, Salmon, and John,
Jr.had emigrated to Kansas and joined the free-soil cause. When they
appealed to their father for help in May 1855, Brown, another son Oliver,
and son-in-law Henry Thompson rushed to Kansas and plunged into the
conflict with a fury. As captain of the "Liberty Guards," a quasi-militia
company that he himself formed, Brown shortly gained national notoriety
as a bold and ruthless leader.

For the next several years, murders, bushwhackings, lynchings, and
burnings were common occurrences, and the territory was aptly named
"Bleeding Kansas." Atrocity matched atrocity. When pro-slavery forces
sacked and burned the town of Lawrence in May 1856, Brown was outraged.

John Brown, Jr., the oldest of
Brown's sons, fought alongside his
father in Kansas. The Pottawatomie
murders, in which he took no part,
caused him to suffer a mental collapse
from which he never fully recovered.
Nevertheless, in 1859 he was en-
trusted with forwarding the weapons
for the attack on Harpers Ferry
from Ohio to Chambersburg, Pa.



Proclaiming himself an instrument of God's will, he, with four of his
sons and three others, deliberately and brutally murdered five pro-slavery
men along the banks of Pottawatomie Creek. In the months that followed,
Brown terrorized the Missouri-Kansas border by a series of bloody
guerrilla attacks that brought him to the attention of the Nation's
abolitionist faction. In late August 1856 , about a month before he left
Kansas, Brown and his men clashed with pro-slavery Missourians at the
small settlement of Osawatomie. That action earned him the nickname
"Osawatomie" and cost him the life of his son Frederick. It also hardened
his stand against slavery. "I have only a short time to liveonly one
death to die," he said, "and I will die fighting for this cause. There will be
no more peace in this land until slavery is done for. I will give them
something else to do than to extend slave territory. I will carry this war
into Africa."

The attack on Harpers Ferry was the culmination of a plan Brown
had evolved many years before he went to Kansas. By the early 1850's
he had come to believe that a location within the slave States should be
selected where raids on slave plantations could be easily carried out and
the freed bondsmen sent to safety in the North. Convinced that mountains
throughout history had enabled the few to defend themselves against the
many, he believed that even against regular Army troops a small force
operating from a mountain stronghold could hold out indefinitely and
provide sanctuary for freed slaves, who would be supplied with arms to

Three of John Brown's most trusted
lieutenants in the Harpers Ferry raid
were (clockwise) John E. Cook, Aaron
D. Stevens, and John H. Kagi.
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fight for their liberty. Brown had decided, from studying European
fortifications and military operations, that somewhere along the Allegheny
Mountain chain a small force could achieve those objectives.

In the autumn of 1857, on his second trip to Kansas, Brown began
recruiting his force for the projected raid. Among the first to join him
were three young veterans of the Kansas fighting: John E. Cook, Aaron D.
Stevens, and John H. Kagi. Each would play an important role in the
attack on Harpers Ferry.

Cook, 27-year-old member of a wealthy Connecticut family, had
attended Yale University and studied law in New York City before going
to Kansas in 1855. He stood about 5 feet 5 inches tall, had long, silk-blond
hair that curled about his neck, and "his deep blue eyes were gentle in
expression as a woman's." Brown's son Salmon, who knew Cook in Ohio
and Kansas, characterized him as "highly erratic" in temperament "and
not overly stocked with morality. He was the best pistol-shot I ever
saw. . . . [and] just as much of an expert in getting into the good graces
of the girls." He loved to "talk and rattle on about himself."

Stevens, then 26 years old, was, like Cook, a native of Connecticut.
He ran away from home at the age of 16 and joined the Massachusetts
Volunteer Regiment to fight in the Mexican War. Honorably discharged
at the end of that conflict, he found civilian life so boring that he enlisted
as a bugler in a United States dragoon regiment in the West and took
part in several campaigns against the Navaho and Apache Indians. Stevens
possessed an explosive temper, and at Taos, N. Mex., in the mid-1850's,
he nearly killed an officer in a drunken brawl and was sentenced to death.
President Franklin Pierce commuted the sentence to 3 years' hard labor
at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. In January 1856 Stevens escaped and
joined the Free-State cause. As colonel of the Second Kansas Volunteer
Regiment, he fought in some of the territory's bloodiest battles. Standing
just over 6 feet tall, Stevens was a powerfully built man who could wield
a saber with deadly skill. He had black curly hair, "black, brooding eyes,"
and a full beard. In his youth he had been a choir boy (his father and
elder brothers taught singing), had a rich baritone voice, and liked to sing.
Totally dedicated to the overthrow of slavery, he once told a Kansas
sheriff: "We are in the right, and will resist the universe."

Kagi, an Ohio lad of 22, was largely self-educated and had taught
school in Virginia until his abolitionist views got him into trouble with
local officials and he had to flee the State. Traveling to Kansas in 1856,
he became a lawyer in Nebraska City. Occasionally he served as a court
stenographer or shorthand reporter. He also functioned as a correspondent
for several Eastern newspapers and John Brown dubbed him "our Horace
Greeley." While riding with Stevens' Second Kansas Regiment in 1856,
Kagi was taken prisoner by Federal troops and served 4 months in jail
before being released on bail. In January 1857 he was shot by a
pro-slavery judge during a disagreement and was still suffering from his
wounds when he joined Brown. Tall, with angular features, Kagi was
usually unkempt, unshaven, and generally unimpressive in appearance;



Brown's targettarget was the United States
Armory and Arsenal at Harpers Ferry,
shown here in an 1857 lithograph.
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but he was articulate and highly intelligent, of serene temperament, and
not easily aroused. "His fertility of resources made him a tower of
strength to John Brown," wrote George B. Gill, an Iowa youth who signed
up for the raid but defected before it took place. "He was a logician of
more than ordinary ability. He was full of wonderful vitality and all
things were fit food for his brain."

When he enlisted them, Brown told Cook, Stevens, and Kagi only that
he was organizing a company of men to resist pro-slavery aggressions.
He did not tell them where he planned to take them. When seven more
volunteers joined the group at Tabor, Iowa, he informed his recruits that
their "ultimate destination was the State of Virginia." Shortly afterwards
the men finally learned that Harpers Ferry was the probable target.
Kagi, who had once taught school in the area, gave Brown valuable
information about the town. The place fitted Brown's requirements
perfectly. It lay near the mountains he counted upon to afford a hiding
place, and it was on the border of Virginia, a slave State, only 40 miles
from the free State of Pennsylvania. It also contained an United States
armory and arsenal, where much-needed arms were stored.

After a trip to New England to raise funds, Brown called a
"Constitutional Convention" of his followers to meet on May 8, 1858, at
Chatham, Ontario, Canada. Besides Brown's group, 34 Negroes attended
the meeting and heard the Kansas guerrilla chieftain outline his plan for
the deliverance of their enslaved brethren. First, he told them, he intended
to strike at a point in the South. This blow would be followed by a general
slave uprising in which even free Negroes in the Northern States and
Canada would flock to his banner. He would lead them into the mountains
and "if any hostile action . . . were taken against us, either by the militia
of the separate States or by the armies of the United States, we purposed
to defeat first the militia, and next, if it were possible, the troops of the
United States . . . ."

The convention unanimously adopted a "Provisional Constitution
and Ordinances for the People of the United States" to serve as the law
of the land while the army of liberation instituted a new governmentone
that would not supplant but exist side-by-side with the U.S. Government
and which would explicitly prohibit slavery. John Brown was elected
"Commander in Chief" of the new provisional army to be formed, other
officers were appointed, and the convention adjourned. Before leaving
again for New England to gather supplies and money for the attack,
Brown sent Cook to Harpers Ferry to act as a spy; the others scattered,
seeking employment to maintain themselves until called together for the
march into Virginia.

To equip, maintain, and transport the men needed to carry out his
plan, Brown required a considerable amount of money and weapons. He
had neither, but because of his Kansas activities, he was able to enlist
the support of Northern abolitionists in his fight against slavery.
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The moral and financial
backing of these men, known
as "The Secret Six," made
the raid on Harpers Ferry
possible.
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Philosophers, scholars, religious leaders, philanthropists, and businessmen
gave freely but discretely to the cause. Chief among Brown's backers was
a secret committee of six: Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe, Boston, Mass.,
educator, minister, and reformer; Thomas Wentworth Higginson, militant
clergyman of Worcester, Mass.; Theodore Parker, Boston's outstanding
Unitarian minister; Franklin B. Sanborn, editor and schoolmaster of
Concord, Mass.; Gerrit Smith, former New York Congressman and a great
Peterboro, N.Y., landowner; and George L. Stearns, industrialist and
merchant of Medford, Mass. Through them Brown received most of the
money and weapons that enabled him to launch his attack.

el RENDEZVOUS FOR REVOLUTION
By the summer of 1859 Harpers Ferry was a quietly thriving little

industrial and transportation community sitting on a narrow shelf of land
at the confluence of the Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers in the Blue
Ridge Mountains of northern Virginia. Until its selection as the site for
a Federal armory at the end of the 18th century, the town's growth had
been slow. What growth it did experience was due to its location on the
wilderness route to the Shenandoah Valley. The land on which the town
sat was first settled in 1733 by a Pennsylvania Dutchman named Peter
Stephens, who operated a small ferryboat service across. the rivers. At that
time the place was called "Peter's Hole" because it was dominated by
three towering bluffsMaryland Heights to the north, Loudoun Heights
to the south, and Bolivar Heights to the west. When Robert Harper, a
skilled Philadelphia architect and millwright, bought the land in 1747,
he improved the ferry service and built a gristmill. Around these facilities
at the base of Bolivar Heights the village of Harpers Ferry gradually
developed.

In 1794, when relations between the United States and England were
strained, Congress grew uneasy over the country's military posture.
Uncertain of the ordnance-producing capabilities of private manufacturers
in time of need, it directed President George Washington to establish a
number of armories where guns could be made and stored. One of the
sites he chose was Harpers Ferry.

Washington was well acquainted with Harpers Ferry. As a young man
during the middle part of the century, he had accompanied surveying.
parties that inspected the vast holdings of the Virginia aristocracy in this
area. He considered Harpers Ferry "the most eligible spot on the
[Potomac] river" for an armory. Abundant water power was available,
iron ore was plentiful nearby, hardwood forests insured a steady supply
of charcoal to fuel the forges, and the place was far enough inland to be
secure from foreign invasion.

In June 1796 the Government purchased from the Harper heirs a 125 -

acre tract of land and began constructing workshops on the benchland
between the Potomac River and what would later become Potomac Street.
Waterpower was harnessed by building a dam upstream from the armory



and channeling the water through a canal into the workshops. Although
a critical shortage of gunsmiths and ordnance-making machinery restricted
operations for several years, limited arms production began late in 1798
under the direction of an English Moravian named Joseph Perkin, the
armory's first superintendent.

The first muskets, based on the old French infantry type of 1763,
were completed in 1801. In 1803 production was expanded to include rifles,
and 2 years later the manufacture of pistols. (The Model 1805 pistol,
made at Harpers Ferry, was the first hand weapon to be produced at a
United States armory.) At first the rate of musket production was meager,
but by 1810 the armory was turning. out 10,000 annually, storing them in
two arsenal buildings nearby on Shenandoah Street.

In 1819 John Hall, a Maine gunsmith, received a contract from the
Federal Government to manufacture 1,000 breech-loading flintlock rifles
of his own design. Sent to Harpers Ferry, he set up the Hall Rifle Works
in two buildings on Lower Hall Island, which adjoined Virginius
Island in the Shenandoah River about 1/2 mile from its junction with the
Potomac. Hall's rifles were made on so exact a scale that all the parts
were interchangeablea factor that helped to pave the way for modern
mass production methods. The War Department was elated with Hall's
success and his contract was repeatedly renewed. When the Hall rifle was
discontinued in 1844, the Government tore down the old buildings and
erected a new rifle factory on the same site. Standard U.S. Model rifles
were produced there until the industry was destroyed, along with the
armory complex, at the outbreak of the Civil War in 1861.

The abundance of water power that had attracted the arms industry
soon brought others. Besides the rifle factories on Hall Island, Virginius
Island boasted an iron foundry, flour mill, cotton mill, and machine shop,
all powered by water diverted through the island by a dam in the
Shenandoah River and a series of sluiceways and underground water
tunnels. More than 200 persons made their home around the prospering
island industries.

The formation, development, and expansion of the United States
Armory and Arsenal at Harpers Ferry (its complete, official designation)
was the chief stimulus for the growth of the town. From a simple
beginning the armory by 1859 had spread to include 20 workshops and
offices, lined in a neat double row over an area 600 yards long. At its
peak, the armory provided employment for more than 400 men, mostly
transplanted Northerners whom local residents classified as "foreigners."
In the 65-year history of this major industry, the U.S. Government
invested nearly $2 million in land, water power improvements, walls and
embankments, hydraulic machinery, and buildings.
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After 1830 Harpers Ferry, already recognized as an important
industrial center, attained prominence as a vital link in the transportation
and communications line between the Ohio and Shenandoah Valleys and
the East. By 1830 a semi-weekly stagecoach service connected the town
with Washington, D.C. The one-way trip usually required a full day's
travel. That same year a turnpike company was founded to construct a
16-mile macademized toll road from Harpers Ferry to Middleway, 5 miles
west of Charles Town. A turnpike being built from Frederick, Md., about
20 miles to the east, reached the town in 1832. Still another turnpike
company, organized in 1851, ran a road from Harpers Ferry southeastward
to Hillsborough, about 10 miles away.

But the signal impetus to the establishment of the town's commercial
position was the arrival of canal and railroad. Waging a bitter battle to
reach the rich Ohio Valley and carry its trade to the East, impeding each
other's progress at every opportunity, the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
(originating in Washington, D.C.) and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
(originating in Baltimore, Md.) reached Harpers Ferry in the early 1830's.
Following the winding Potomac River northward and westward from
Georgetown, the C e 0 Canal arrived at Harpers Ferry in November 1833,
more than a year ahead of its rival. But the railroad pushed on to
the Ohio Valley while the canal stopped at Cumberland, Md. The
establishment of these two arteries provided shippers with a cheaper
carrier for their products and assured travelers of a more efficient and
economical means of reaching their destinations.

With the expansion of industry and the development of superior
transportation facilities, the population of the community swelled to nearly
3,000 by 1859. Of these about 150 were "free coloreds" and 150 were
slaves. The total number of slaves in the entire six-county area around
Harpers Ferry was just slightly more than 18,000, of which less than
5,000 were men. There were no large plantations because the land and the
climate could not sustain a plantation economy. The few slaveholders
maintained farms, and their blacks were mainly "well-kept house-servants."

Most of the white residents of Harpers Ferry worked at the armory or
at the manufacturing plants on Virginius Island. Because land was at a
premium, the houses, saloons, hotels, and shops were tightly aligned along
Shenandoah, Potomac, and High Streets, and sprawled up the slopes of
Bolivar Heights. In some places the rocky cliffs were blasted away to
make room for another building. Most of the homes were of simple design,
but the Government-built residences of the armory officials were more
elaborate.

The inhabitants of the town were chiefly of Irish, English, and German
descent. Besides building six churches of varying faiths (one of which,
St. Peter's Catholic Church, is still standing and in use today), they
established five private girls' schools. A man could get a drink at the Gault
House or take a meal at the Potomac Restaurant or the Wager House.
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This photograph of Harpers Ferry from the Maryland side
of the Potomac shows the town as it appeared about the

time of the raid. The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad bridge,
by which John Brown and his raiders entered the village,

is at the left.
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If he so desired, he could join the Masons, the Odd Fellows, or the Sons of
Temperance. Nearly everyone was prosperous. It was a good time for the
town and its people.

John Brown arrived amidst this prosperity on July 3, 1859. Not yet
60 years old, the rigors of frontier living had nevertheless left their imprint
upon him and there were those who said he looked and walked more than
ever "like an old man." In March a Cleveland, Ohio, newspaper had
described him as "a medium-sized, compactly-built and wiry man, and
as quick as a cat in his movements. His hair is of a salt and pepper hue
and as stiff as bristles, he has a long, waving, milk-white goatee, which
gives him a somewhat patriarchal appearance, his eyes are gray and sharp."
He had grown the beard before his last trip to Kansas in 1858, and it
covered his square chin and straight, firm mouth, changing his appearance
markedly. When he arrived in Harpers Ferry the beard had been shortened
to within an inch and a half of his face, because, his daughter Annie later
recalled, he thought it "more likely to disguise him than a clean face or
than the long beard."

With Brown were two of his sons-34-year-old Owen and 20-year-old
Oliverand Kansas veteran Jeremiah G. Anderson. The 26-year-old,
Indiana-born Anderson was the grandson of Southern slaveholders and
had joined the abolitionist cause in 1857 after working several unproductive
years as a peddler, farmer, and sawyer. Determined to eliminate slavery,
Anderson once vowed to "make this land of liberty and equality shake to
the centre."

After consulting briefly with Cook, who had been serving as a
schoolteacher, book salesman, and canal-lock tender, and had even married
a local girl since being sent to Harpers Ferry the year before, Brown and
his three companions took up residence in a private home in Sandy Hook,
a small village about a mile down the Potomac on the Maryland shore.
The names they gave their landlord were "Isaac Smith e4 Sons." To
anyone asking their business in the area, Brown told them they were
simple farmers looking for good farmland to develop.

Brown arose early on July 4 and began exploring the Maryland side
of the Potomac to find a suitable hideout for his raiders. Local inquiry
led him to a farm owned by the heirs of a Dr. R. F. Kennedy about 5
miles north of Harpers Ferry. A cursory inspection convinced him that
the place, though small, was conveniently located and admirably suited
for concealment. The farm was remote from other settlements, and it was
surrounded by woods and hidden by undergrowthan ideal situation
for hiding men and supplies from the gaze of inquisitive neighbors.
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For $35 in gold Brown rented the farm, which consisted of two log
structures, some outbuildings, and a pasture. The main house sat about
100 yards off the public road connecting Harpers Ferry with
Boonesborough and Sharpsburg, Md., and contained a basement kitchen
and storerooms, a second-floor living room and bedrooms, and an attic.
The second floor was used as kitchen, parlor, and dining room, and the
attic served as a storeroom, drilling room, and "prison" to keep the men
out of sight. Near the farmhouse stood a small cabin that later became a
storage place and sleeping quarters for some of the raiders.

Brown's chief fear was that neighbors would become suspicious of
"Isaac Smith t Sons" and possibly uncover his revolutionary plans.
Reasoning that nearby families would be less distrustful with women

The isolated character of the Kennedy
farm (above) did not prevent curious

neighbors from "dropping in" for a visit.
To help avert suspicion, Brown's

daughter Annie and Oliver's wife Martha
(shown here with her husband in 1859)

lived at the farm while the arms and
men were being assembled. Martha did

the cooking and helped Annie with
household chores.
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among the group, he appealed to his wife and daughter Annie at their
home in North Elba, N.Y., to come live with him, saying that "It will be
likely to prove the most valuable service you can ever render to the world."
Mrs. Brown was unable to make the long journey, but Annie and Oliver's
wife Martha did join him in mid-July. Their presence proved of
inestimable value not only in alleviating suspicion but in contributing to
the morale of the men. Martha served as cook and housekeeper, preparing
meals on a wood stove in the upstairs living room; Annie kept constant
watch for prying neighbors. "When I washed dishes," noted Annie many
years later,

I stood at the end of the table where I could see out of the window
and open door if any one approached the house. I was constantly on
the lookout while carrying the victuals across the porch, and while
I was tidying or sweeping the rooms, and always at my post on the
porch when the men were eating. My evenings were spent on the porch
or sitting on the stairs, watching or listening.

The Kennedy farmhouse served as the base of operations for
John Brown's raiders.

4111(4inf zIt 111
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Annie Brown

His base established, Brown laid plans to assemble his arms and
supplies and to gather in his followers. On July 10 he wrote to John Kagi
at Chambersburg, Pa., where an arms depot had been set up, giving him
directions for forwarding the waiting men and the "freight"-200 Sharps
rifles, an equal number of pistols, and a thousand pikes. The weapons,
crated in large wooden boxes marked "Hardware and Castings," were
shipped from Ohio to Chambersburg where Kagi sent them by wagon to
Brown at the Kennedy farm. Supplies were acquired at various places
between Chambersburg and Harpers Ferry.

Alone and in twos and threes, Brown's followers began to assemble at
the farm. Watson Brown arrived on August 6. "Tall and rather fair, with
finely knit frame, athletic and active," the 24-year-old Watson brought
with him two of his brothers-in-law and North Elba neighbors, William
and Dauphin Thompson. The Thompsons had not previously taken active
roles in the anti-slavery movement but they were dedicated abolitionists.



William, 26 years old, was fun-loving and good natured. He had started
for Kansas in 1856 but turned back before reaching there. His 20-year-old
brother Dauphin had never been away from home before. Handsome,
inexperienced, with curly, golden hair and a soft complexion, he seemed
"more like a girl than a warrior" and was "diffident and quiet." Both
had come to the Kennedy farm because they were firmly convinced of
the justness of John Brown's cause.

Next came Aaron Stevens and Charles Plummer Tidd, a 25-year-old
former Maine woodsman. Tidd was a Kansas veteran. He had been one
of the first to join Brown at Tabor, Iowa, in 1857 and had remained one
of his closest associates ever since. He was quick-tempered, but according
to Annie Brown, "His rages soon passed and then he tried all he could to
repair damages. He was a fine singer and of strong family affections."

Tidd and Stevens were followed by 22-year-old Albert Hazlett, another
veteran of the Kansas fighting, Canadian-born Stewart Taylor, and two
brothers from Iowa, Edwin and Barclay Coppoc. Hazlett had worked on
his brother's farm in western Pennsylvania before joining Brown at the
Kennedy farm. He was totally committed to the overthrow of slavery.
"I am willing to die in the cause of liberty," he said; "if I had ten thousand
lives I would willingly lay them all down for the same cause." Taylor,
23 years old, was once a wagonmaker. He had met Brown in Iowa in 1858
and was "heart and soul in the anti-slavery cause." Scholarly, a good
debater, and "very fond of studying history," Taylor, like Stevens, was a
spiritualist and had a premonition that he would die at Harpers Ferry.
The Coppocs were Quakers by birth and training. They were in Kansas
during the troubles there but took no part in the fighting. Edwin, at 24,

Left to right: Edwin Coppoc, Dauphin Thompson,
and Charles Plummer Tidd.
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was 4 years older than his brother Barclay. Both had joined Brown
initially in 1858 at Springdale, Iowa, where they were living with their
mother, shortly before the Chatham Convention.

Twenty-year-old William H. Leeman arrived near the end of August.
Born and educated in Maine, he had worked in a Haverhill, Mass., shoe
factory before going to Kansas in 1856 where he served in Brown's
"Liberty Guards" militia company. Impulsive, hard to control, the 6-foot-
tall Leeman "smoked a good deal and drank sometimes," but he had "a
good intellect with great ingenuity." Shortly before the raid he wrote his
mother that he was "warring with slavery, the greatest curse that ever
infected America. We are determined to strike for freedom, incite the slaves
to rebellion, and establish a free government. With the help of God we
will carry it through."

After Leeman came Dangerfield Newby, a mulatto born a slave but
freed by his Scotch father, and Osborn P. Anderson, a 33-year-old free
Negro who had worked as a printer before joining Brown in Canada in
1858. Newby, at 44 the oldest of the group save for Brown himself, had
a wife and several children in bondage in the South. He came to the
Kennedy farmhouse convinced that the only way to free them was with
rifle and bullet. Week after week he would read and reread a worn letter
from his wife in which she begged him to "Buy me and the baby, that
has just commenced to crawl, as soon as possible, for if you do not get me
somebody else will."

"Emperor" Shields Green, a 23-year-old illiterate escaped slave from
Charleston, S.C., joined up at Chambersburg where Brown had gone in
mid-August to enlist the aid of the famed Negro abolitionist, orator, and
journalist, Frederick Douglass. Brown and Douglass had first met at
Springfield, Mass., in 1847. Since then they had become good friends.
When the Negro leader learned the details of the planned assault on
Harpers Ferry, he refused to participate, arguing that an attack on the
Government would "array the whole country" against him and antagonize
the very people to whom the abolitionists looked for support. Moreover,
Douglass believed that the plan could not succeed, that Brown "was going
into a perfect steel-trap, and that once in he would never get out alive."
Before leaving, Douglass asked Shields Green, who had accompanied him
to the meeting, what he intended to do. Green replied simply, "I b'lieve
I'll go wid de ole man."

Life at the Kennedy farm was wearing and tedious. Brown's most
trying task was to keep his slowly increasing force occupied and out of
sight. Forced to remain in the two small buildings during the day, the
men had little to do. The long summer days were mostly spent reading
magazines, telling stories, arguing politics and religion, and playing
checkers and cards. They drilled frequently and studied the art of guerrilla
warfare from a specially prepared military manual.

Meals were served downstairs in the farmhouse, with Annie and
Martha standing guard while the men ate. After breakfast each morning,
John Brown would read from the Bible and utter a short prayer.
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Famed Negro abolitionist Frederick Douglass (right) supported Brown's
Kansas activities but warned him against attacking Harpers Ferry.

Douglass refused to participate in the raid, but his friend Shields Green
( left) decided to go with Brown.

Occasionally he would travel into Harpers Ferry to pick up a Baltimore
newspaper to which he subscribed or to purchase flour from the mill on
Virginius Island. If a neighbor arrived unexpectedly during mealtime,
the men would gather up the food, dishes, and table cloth and carry them
to the attic.

At night the men could go outdoors for fresh air and exercise.
Thunderstorms were especially welcomed, for then they could move about
with little fear of making noise. These brief interludes served to release
tensions built up during long periods of confinement and inactivity, but
the secret living in such close quarters proved almost too much to bear.
Restiveness and irritations were bound to occur. Twice there was a near
revolt against the planned raid. On one occasion Tidd became so infuriated
that he left the farm and stayed with Cook in Harpers Ferry for 3 days.
So serious was the opposition that Brown tendered his resignation as
commander in chief. He withdrew it only after the men gave him a renewed
vote of confidence.

As September ended and the time for the attack approached, Annie
and Martha were sent back to North Elba. Brown and his men busied
themselves overhauling the rifles and pistols and attaching pike-heads to
shafts. The pikes were Brown's own idea. Preparing for a return to Kansas
in 1857, he had negotiated with a Connecticut blacksmith to manufacture
1,000 of these weaponsa two-edged dirk with an iron blade 8 inches
long fastened to a 6-foot ash handle. Originally they were intended for
the defense of free-soil settlers in Kansas, but Brown was unable to pay
for them until the spring of 1859, when he made final arrangements to use
them at Harpers Ferry. Knowing that most of the slaves he expected to
join him were unskilled in the use of firearms, he decided they could
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handle a pike. A thousand men armed with pikes and backed by Brown's
more experienced "soldiers" could constitute a formidable army.

Because so many people knew about Brown's intentions, it was
inevitable that the secrecy would be broken. In late August Secretary of
War John B. Floyd received an unsigned letter reporting "the existence
of a secret association, having for its object the liberation of the slaves at
the South by a general insurrection." Brown was named as its leader and
"an armory in Maryland" its immediate objective. Because the informant
mistakenly placed the armory in Maryland instead of Virginia and
because Floyd could not bring himself to believe such a scheme could be
entertained by citizens of the United States, the Secretary put the letter
away and forgot about it until subsequent events reminded him of the
warning.

October arrived. Still Brown delayed, hoping that more men would
come. Many upon whom he had counted failed to join him for a variety
of reasons. Even two of his sons, Jason and Salmon, refused to participate.
Though disappointed, Brown realized that the longer he delayed, the
greater were the chances that his plan would be discovered and thwarted.
Finally, on October 15, with the arrival of 22-year-old Francis J. Meriam
and two Ohio Negroes, John Copeland and Lewis S. Leary, both 25, the
ranks of the "Provisional Army of the United States" were completed.
In all there were 21 men besides the commander in chief. Of these, 19
were under 30, three not yet 21. Brown could wait no longer. Calling his
men together, he announced that the attack would take place the next
night, October 16, and cautioned them about the needless taking of human
life.

You all know how dear life is to you . . . consider that the lives of
others are as dear to them as yours are to you; do not, therefore, take
the life of anyone if you can possibly avoid it, but if it is necessary
to take life in order to save your own, then make short work of it.

TO FREE THE SLAVES
The daylight hours of Sunday, October 16, 1859, were quiet ones at

the Kennedy farm as the long period of inactivity and uncertainty neared
its climax. Early in the morning John Brown held worship services, the
impending attack invoking "deep solemnity" upon the gathering. After
breakfast and roll call a final meeting was held and instructions were
given. Then everything was in readiness.

About 8 p.m. Brown turned to his followers. "Men," he said, "get on
your arms; we will proceed to the Ferry." The men, ready for hours, slung
their Sharps rifles over their shoulders, concealing them under long, gray
shawls that served as overcoats, and waited for the order to march. A
horse and wagon were brought to the door of the farmhouse. In the wagon
the men placed a few items that might be needed for the work ahead:
a sledge hammer, a crowbar, and several pikes. Owen Brown, Barclay
Coppoc, and Meriam were detailed to remain at the farm as a rearguard.



In the morning they were to bring the rest of the weapons nearer the
town where they could be passed out to the slave army Brown expected
to raise.

Donning his battered old Kansas cap, symbol of the violence to which
he had contributed in that strife-torn territory, Brown mounted the wagon
and motioned his men to move out. From the farmhouse the group moved
down the lane and onto the road leading to Harpers Ferry. Tidd and
Cook, who were best acquainted with the route, preceded the main body
as scouts. Upon reaching the town they were to cut the telegraph lines on
both the Maryland and Virginia sides of the Potomac.

Owen Brown

Brown used this schoolhouse near Harpers
Ferry as an arsenal after the raid began.
The drawing was made about 1859 by
David Hunter Strother, known to
readers of Harper's New Monthly Magazine
as "Porte Crayon," one of the most popular
illustrators of mid-19th century America.
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For more than 2 hours the men tramped along behind the wagon,
strictly adhering to Brown's order to maintain silence. About 10:30 p.m.
they reached the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad bridge that would carry
them into Harpers Ferry. It was a long wooden-covered structure that
spanned the Potomac River a little upstream from where the Shenandoah
comes spilling in from the south. Kagi and Stevens entered first and
encountered watchman William Williams, who approached with a lantern.
They quickly took Williams prisoner. The rest of the raiders, except for
Watson Brown and Stewart Taylor who were told to stay on the Maryland
side as a rearguard, fastened cartridges boxes to the outside of their
clothing for ready access and followed the wagon onto the bridge.

Crossing quickly, the raiders stepped from the tunnel's black throat
into the slumbering town. Before them lay a large structure that doubled
as the railroad depot and the Wager House. Just beyond, to the left, was
the U.S. Arsenal buildings where thousands of guns were stored. To the
right the armory shops stretched in a double row along the Potomac.
Brown turned the horse and wagon toward the armory.

Daniel Whelan, the armory's nightwatchman, heard the wagon coming
down the street from the depot. Thinking it was the head watchman, he
came out from his station in the fire enginehouse (a one-story, two-room
brick building that doubled as a guard post just inside the armory
grounds) to find several rifles pointed at him. "Open the gate!" someone
yelled. Out of sheer cussedness, or perhaps fright, Whelan refused. One
of the raiders took the crowbar from the wagon and twisted it in the chain
until the lock snapped. The gate was thrown open and the wagon rolled
into the yard. To his prisoners, Whelan and Williams, Brown announced
his purpose:

I came here from Kansas, and this is a slave state; I want to free
all the Negroes in this state; I have possession now of the United
States armory, and if the citizens interfere with me I must only burn
the town and have blood.

Once in control of the armory, Brown detailed his men to other
objectives. Oliver Brown and William Thompson were sent to watch the
bridge across the Shenandoah River, while Hazlett and Edwin Coppoc
moved into the unguarded arsenal. Another group of raiders under Stevens
made its way down Shenandoah Street to the rifle factory on Lower Hall
Island. Again the watchman was surprised and easily captured. Telling
Kagi and Copeland to watch the rifle worksLeary would join them
laterStevens marched the watchman and several young men picked up
on the street back to the armory grounds.

So far Brown's occupation of the town had been quiet and peaceful.
It did not last. About midnight another watchman, Patrick Higgins, a
Sandy Hook resident, arrived at the Maryland end of the B t 0 bridge
to relieve Williams. Finding the structure dark he called out loudly; he
was answered quietly by Taylor and Watson Brown, who took him
prisoner. As he was being escorted across the bridge, Higgins suddenly



lashed out, struck Brown in the face, and raced toward the town. Taylor
fired after him. The ball grazed the watchman's scalp, but he reached
the Wager House safely. The first shot of the raid had been fired.

About this same time Stevens led several raiders on a special mission to
capture Col. Lewis W. Washington, the 46-year-old great-grandnephew
of George Washington. The colonel, a small but prosperous planter, lived
near Halltown just off the Charles Town Turnpike about 5 miles west of
Harpers Ferry. He owned a pistol presented to General Washington by
the Marquis de Lafayette and a sword reportedly presented by the
Prussian King Frederick the Great. Brown wanted these weapons. When
he struck the first blow to free the slaves he rather fancied the idea of
wearing the sword and brandishing the pistol once owned by the man who
had led the fight to free the American colonists from a similar kind of
tyranny.

Battering down Washington's door, Stevens, Tidd, Cook, and three
NegroesAnderson, Leary, and Greensummoned the colonel from his
bed. Washington offered no resistance. Calmly surrendering the sword and
pistol, he then dressed and climbed into his carriage for the trip to Harpers
Ferry. The raiders and Washington's three slaves crammed into the
colonel's four-horse farm wagon and followed along behind the carriage.
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"Beallair," the home of Col. Lewis Washington.
Late on the night of October 16, several raiders broke

into this house in search of a pistol and sword
once owned by the colonel's great grand-

uncle, George Washington. Colonel Washington
(inset) was taken hostage.
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On the way the procession stopped at the home of another slaveholder,
John Allstadt, just west of Bolivar Heights. Again using a fence rail to
gain entrance, the raiders forced Allstadt and his 18-year-old son into the
wagon while the terror-stricken women of the house shrieked "Murder!"
from the upstairs windows. Allstadt's four slaves were also added to the
group.

While Stevens' party was gathering hostages, the first note of
tragedy was sounded. At 1:25 a.m. the Baltimore and Ohio passenger train
eastbound for Baltimore arrived at Harpers Ferry and was stopped by a
clerk from the Wager House who told conductor A. J. Phelps of the recent
"startling" events. Phelps refused to allow the train to cross the bridge
until it had been checked, and he sent engineer William McKay and
baggagemaster Jacob Cromwell out to investigate. They were halted by
Brown's guards, who turned them back at gunpoint.

Hayward Shepherd, the station baggageman, heard the commotion and
walked out to see what was going on. Shepherd, a free Negro, was highly
respected and well-liked by all who knew him. As he approached the
bridge a raider told him to halt. Instead, Shepherd turned around and
started back toward the station. A shot rang out and he fell gravely
wounded. He dragged himself back to the station where he died the next
afternoon. The first person to die at the hands of the men who had come to
free the slaves was, in fact, a Negro already free.

Between 4 and 5 a.m. the caravan containing Colonel Washington and
the Allstadts arrived at the armory. Brown armed the frightened slaves
with pikes and told them to guard the prisoners, who were placed in the
enginehouse and now numbered about a half-dozen. "Keep these white
men inside," he said. Turning 'to.Washington, Brown explained that he had

"Porte Crayon's" drawing of Hayward Shepherd,
thefree Negro baggageman killed by one of

Brow* men,on.October 17, is the only known
portrait of this tragic figure.
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Brown kept his growing number of hostages in the fire
enginehouse at left, just inside the entrance to the U.S.
Armory grounds. The machine shops where the muskets
were assembled are at the right.'





taken him hostage because "as the aid to the Governor of Virginia, I knew
you would endeavor to perform your duty, and perhaps you would have
been a troublesome customer to me; and, apart from that, I wanted you
particularly for the moral effect it would give our cause, having one of your
name our prisoner." As dawn approached the number of Brown's prisoners
increased as unsuspecting armory employees reporting for work were
seized as they passed through the gate. Perhaps as many as 40 hostages
were eventually jammed into the two rooms of the enginehouse.

Near dawn, John Cook, with two raiders and a handful of pike-carrying
Negroes, took the wagon across the bridge into Maryland to bring the
weapons closer to the town to arm the hundreds of slaves soon expected
to join the fight. The rest of Brown's "army" settled down at their posts
in the waning darkness to await the coming of day, the last for many
of them.

Thus far the citizens of Harpers Ferry had offered no resistance to the
invasion of their town, primarily because most of the townspeople knew
nothing of what was taking place. At the first streak of daylight, Dr. John
Starry, a 35-year-old local physician who had maintained an all-night
vigil beside the dying Hayward Shepherd, began to alert the people to the
danger. After arousing the residents of Virginius Island, he rode to warn
Acting Armory Superintendent A. M. Kitzmiller. Next he ordered the
Lutheran Church bell rung to assemble the citizens and ascertain what
arms were available for defense. Then he sent a messenger of to
Shepherdstown and another to Charles Town to alert their militia
companies of the armed occupation of Harpers Ferry.

Among the townspeople there were only one or two squirrel rifles and
a few shotguns, none of which were really fit for use. All other weapons
were in the arsenal buildings, and they were occupied by the raiders.
Knowing it would be futile to confront Brown's men unarmed, Dr.
Starry headed for Charles Town, 8 miles away, to hurry its militia along.
But no prompting was necessary. To Charles Town residents the news
from Harpers Ferry was frightening, for it awakened memories of the 1831
Nat Turner slave rebellion in Virginia's tidewater region when more than
50 whites, mostly women and children, were murdered before the bloody
uprising was put down. The Jefferson Guards and another hastily formed
company would march as soon as possible.

At daylight on October 17 Brown allowed the B t 0 passenger train
to continue its journey to Baltimore. Conductor Phelps wasted no time in
sounding the alarm. At Monocacy, Md., at 7:05 a.m. he telegraphed his
superiors about the night's events, adding:

They say they have come to free the slaves and intend to do it
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at all hazards. The leader of those men requested me to say to
you that this is the last train that shall pass the bridge either East
or West. If it is attempted it will be at the peril of the lives of
those having them in charge. . . . It has been suggested you had
better notify the Secretary of War at once. The telegraph lines are
cut East and West of Harper's Ferry and this is the first station
that I could send a dispatch from.

John W. Garrett, president of the railroad, saw the message when it came
in and immediately sent word to President James Buchanan and Virginia
Governor Henry A. Wise. At the same time he alerted Maj. Gen. George
H. Stewart, commanding Baltimore's First Light Division of the Maryland
Volunteers. Word was also flashed to Frederick, Md., and that town's
militia was soon under arms.

By 7 a.m. the residents of Harpers Ferry had discovered a supply of
guns in a building overlooked by the raiders, and some of the townspeople
began to move against Brown and his men. Alexander Kelly, armed with
a shotgun, approached the corner of High and Shenandoah Streets, about
100 yards from the armory. Before he could fire, several bullets whizzed
past his head, one putting a hole through his hat. Shortly afterwards,
groceryman Thomas Boer ly, a man of great physical strength and
courage, approached the same corner and opened fire on a group of
Brown's men standing in the arsenal yard, diagonally across the street
from the armory gate. A return bullet knocked him down with a "ghastly"
wound, from which he soon died.

A lull followed the shooting of Boer ly. Brown, having made no
provision to feed his men and hostages, released Walter Kemp, an infirm
Wager House bartender captured earlier, in exchange for 45 breakfasts.
But when the food came, few ate it. Many, including Washington, Allstadt,
and Brown himself, feared it had been drugged or poisoned.

Meanwhile, Kagi, still at the rifle factory, was anxiously sending
messages to Brown urging him to leave Harpers Ferry while they still had
the chance. Brown ignored the pleas and continued to direct operations
with no apparent thought that outside forces would be moving against him
once the alarm had spread. Why, is anybody's guess. Up until noon of
October 17, despite the erratic fire from the townspeople, the raiders could
have fought their way to safety in the mountains. Instead, Brown waited, .

doing nothing. By mid-day it was too late, and the jaws of the "steel-trap"
foreseen by Frederick Douglass closed swiftly.

THE TIGER CAGED
The Charles Town militia, consisting of the regular company of the

Jefferson Guards and a specially formed volunteer company, was armed
and on its way by train to Harpers Ferry by 10 a.m. The militia
commander, Col. John T. Gibson, had not waited for orders from
Richmond but had set out as soon as the men could be gotten ready.
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Watson Brown

William Thompson

Arriving at Halltown, about midway between Charles Town and Harpers
Ferry, Gibson, fearing the track ahead might be torn up, took the militia
off the train and marched by road to Allstadt's Crossroads west of
Bolivar Heights.

At Allstadt's, Gibson divided his force. He sent Mexican War veteran
Capt. J. W. Rowan with the Jefferson Guards in a wide sweep to the west
of Harpers Ferry to capture the B 0 bridge. Gibson himself would take
the volunteer company on into town. Rowan's men crossed the Potomac
about a mile above Harpers Ferry and, advancing along the towpath of the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, arrived at the Maryland end of the bridge
by noon. With little difficulty they drove its defendersOliver Brown,
William Thompson, and Dangerfield Newbyback toward the armory
yard. Only Brown and Thompson made it. Newby, the ex-slave who had
joined John Brown to free his wife and children, was killed by a 6-inch
spike fired from a smoothbore musket. He was the first of the raiders to die.

In the meantime, Colonel Gibson's force had arrived in Harpers Ferry
and he sent a detachment of citizens under Capt. Lawson Botts, a Charles
Town attorney, to secure the Gault House Saloon at the rear of the arsenal
and commanding the Shenandoah bridge and the entrance to the armory
yard. Another detachment under Capt. John Avis, the Charles Town jailer,
took up positions in houses along Shenandoah Street from which to fire
into the arsenal grounds.

The attack of the Charles Town militia cut off Brown's escape route
and separated him from his men in Maryland and those still holding the
rifle factory. At last, perhaps realizing the hopelessness of his situation,
Brown sought a truce. But when hostage Rezin Cross and raider William
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Thompson emerged from the enginehouse under a white flag, the
townspeople ignored the flag, seized Thompson, and dragged him off to the
Wager House where he was kept under guard.

Still not convinced, Brown tried again. This time he sent his son
Watson and Aaron Stevens with Acting Armory Superintendent Kitzmiller,
taken hostage earlier in the day. As the trio marched onto the street and
came opposite the Galt House, several shots rang out and both raiders fell.
Stevens, severely wounded, lay bleeding in the street; Watson Brown,
mortally wounded, dragged himself back to the enginehouse. Joseph Brua,
one of the hostages, volunteered to aid the wounded Stevens. As bullets
richocheted off the flagstone walk, Brua walked out, lifted up the wounded
raider, and carried him to the Wager House for medical attention. Then,
incredibly, he strolled back to the enginehouse and again took his place
among Brown's prisoners. Kitzmiller escaped.

About the time Stevens and Watson Brown were shot, raider William
Leeman attempted to escape. Dashing through the upper end of the
armory yard, he plunged into the frigid Potomac, comparatively shallow
at this point, and made for the Maryland shore. Soon spotted, a shower
of bullets hit the water around him and he was forced to take refuge on
an islet in the river. G. A. Schoppert, a Harpers Ferry resident, waded
out to where Leeman lay marooned, pointed a pistol at his head, and
pulled the trigger. For the rest of the day Leeman's body was a target for
the undisciplined militia and townspeople.

Oliver Brown, William Thompson, and Dangerfield Newby
were forced to abandon their post at the Maryland end of
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad bridge when they were
attacked by the Jefferson Guards. Brown and Thompson
reached the armory grounds safely, but Newby (inset) was
shot and killed as he came off the bridge.



When a raider shot and killed George W. Turner about 2 p.m., the
crowd grew ugly. Turner, a West Point graduate, was a prominent and
highly respected area planter. When Fontaine Beckham, the mayor of
Harpers Ferry and agent for the B 0 Railroad, was killed, the
townspeople turned into a howling, raging mob.

Beckham, a well-liked man of somewhat high-strung temperament, had
been greatly disturbed by the earlier shooting of Hayward Shepherd, his
friend and faithful helper at the depot. Despite warnings from friends to
keep away, Beckham, unarmed, walked out on the railroad to see what
was going on. He paced up and down the B 0 trestle bordering the
armory yard about 30 yards from the enginehouse. Several raiders spotted
him peering around the water tower in front of their stronghold and
thought that he was placing himself in position to fire through the doors.
Edwin Coppoc, posted at the doorway of the enginehouse, leveled his
rifle at the mayor.

"Don't fire, man, for God's sake!" screamed one of the hostages.
"They'll shoot in here and kill us all."

Coppoc ignored the warning and pulled the trigger. Beckham fell, a
bullet through his heart. Oliver Brown, standing beside Coppoc in the
partly opened doorway, aimed his rifle at another man on the trestle, but
before he could fire he keeled over with "a mortal wound that gave horrible
pain." Both of Brown's sons now lay dying at their father's feet.

Enraged by the shooting of Beckham, the townspeople turned on
prisoner William Thompson. Led by Harry Hunter, a young Charles Town
volunteer and the grandnephew of the murdered mayor, a group of men
stormed into the Wager House, grabbed Thompson, and dragged him out
onto the B r 0 bridge. "You may kill me but it will be revenged,"
Thompson yelled; "there are eighty thousand persons sworn to carry out
this work." These were his last words. The mob shot him several times and
tossed his body into the Potomac to serve, like Leeman's, as a target for
the remainder of the day.

While Brown's situation at the fire enginehouse was growing
progressively worse, his three-man detachment holding the rifle works came
under fire. Under Kagi's leadership these men had held the works
uncontested during the morning and early afternoon. About 2:30 p.m.
Dr. Starry organized a party of "citizens and neighbors" and launched
an attack against the raiders from Shenandoah Street. After a brief
exchange of shots, Kagi, Lewis Leary, and John Copeland dashed out the
back of the building, scrambled across the Winchester and Potomac
Railroad tracks, and waded into the shallow Shenandoah River. Some
townspeople posted on the opposite bank spotted the fleeing men and
opened fire. The raiders, caught in a crossfire, made for a large flat rock
in the middle of the river. Kagi, Brown's most trusted and able
lieutenant, was killed in the attempt and Leary was mortally wounded.
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Cope/and reached the rock only to be dragged ashore, where the excited
crowd screamed "Lynch him! Lynch him!" But Dr. Starry intervened,
and the frightened Negro was hustled off to jail.

At the enginehouse, the raiders continued to exchange occasional shots
with the Charles Town militia and the townspeople. By now Brown had
separated his prisoners. Eleven of the more important hostages who might
be used for bargaining purposes were moved into the engineroom with his
dwindling band, while the others remained crowded into the tiny guard-
room. The two rooms were separated by a solid brick wall.

Lewis S. Leary William H. Leeman

About 3 p.m., shortly after the raiders were driven out of the rifle
works, a militia company arrived by train from Martinsburg, Va. Headed
by Capt. E. G. Alburtis and comprised mostly of B 0 Railroad
employees, this company marched on the enginehouse from the upper end
of the armory yard and came close to ending the raid. Brown positioned
his men in front of the building to meet the attack. Alburtis' contingent,
advancing briskly and maintaining a steady fire, forced the raiders back
inside. Smashing the windows of the guardroom, the militiamen freed the
prisoners but were forced to withdraw after eight of their number were
wounded from the constant fire pouring from the partly opened
enginehouse door. Alburtis later complained that had his men been
supported by the other militia companies present, John Brown's raid
would have been ended.

Other militia units now began to arrive. Between 3 and 4 p.m. the
Hamtramck Guards and the Shepherdstown Troop, both from
Shepherdstown, Va., came in. At dusk three uniformed companies from
Frederick, Md., appeared, followed later in the evening by a Winchester,
Va., company under R. B. Washington, and five companies of the
Maryland Volunteers under General Stewart from Baltimore. None of
them made any attempt to dislodge Brown and his men from the
enginehouse, but all added to the general confusion and hysteria gripping
the town.
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On the other side of the Potomac, Cook, Owen Brown, Barclay Coppoc,
Meriam, Tidd, and several Negroes had been transferring weapons to a
tiny schoolhouse midway between Harpers Ferry and the Kennedy farm.
As the day wore on and the firing from town became heavier, they began
to suspect that something might have gone wrong. At about 4 p.m. Cook
headed for the B 0 bridge to see what was happening. To get a better
vantage point, he climbed the craggy face of Maryland Heights where he
could look directly into the center of the town. Seeing that his compatriots
were "completely surrounded," he decided to try to take some of the
pressure off by firing across the river at men posted in the houses along
High Street overlooking the armory. His shot was instantly answered by a
volley of bullets that severed a branch he was clutching for support and
sent him tumbling down the rocky cliff. Badly cut and bruised from the
fall, he limped back to the schoolhouse and joined the others. Realizing
there was nothing they could do to aid their comrades trapped in the
enginehouse, they reluctantly gathered their belongings, climbed the
mountain and headed north.

Stewart Taylor

John A. Copeland

ef 42

Jeremiah G. Anderson
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Time was quickly running out for John Brown. As resistance became
partially organized at Harpers Ferry, steps were taken to seal off any
possibility of support reaching the raiders. Fearing that Brown's raid might
be part of a general uprising, all approaches to the town were guarded,
and all travelers not familiar to residents of the area were immediately
arrested and shipped off to the county jail at Charles Town.

As night approached, the firing sputtered out. Brown, knowing escape
was impossible, again attempted to bargain for freedom. In verbal and
written pleas he offered to release his hostages if he and his
men were allowed to leave unmolested. Col. Robert W. Taylor, now
commanding the Virginia militia units at Harpers Ferry, rejected the
offers, sending back word that if the prisoners were immediately released
he would let the Government deal with Brown and his men. But the old
abolitionist would not yield, and prisoners, slaves, and raiders alike settled
down, as best they could, to what would be a long and depressing night.

Brown paced up and down like a caged tiger. It had been hours since
he or any of them had tasted food or drink. The cold night air chilled
their bones and the pungent odor of gunpowder stung their nostrils. The
large-scale slave support that he had counted upon and for which the
pikes were intended had not materialized. This was largely his own doing,
however, for in his desire for absolute secrecy he had given no advance
word that he was coming. The slaves had no idea that a raid was in
progress. The few his men had picked up at the Washington and Allstadt
farms were of no use to him. They were frightened and preferred to
remain with the white hostages rather than_ take an active part in their own
salvation. Most likely they would not have joined him at all had they not
been taken from their homes at gunpoint.

From time to time Brown called out, "Men, are you awake?" Only
five of the raiders were still unwounded and able to hold a rifle: Brown
himself, Edwin Coppoc, J. G. Anderson, Dauphin Thompson, and Shields
Green. Stewart Taylor, the Canadian soldier of fortune, lay dead in a
corner, his presentiment of death come true. He had been shot like Oliver
Brown while standing at the enginehouse doorway. Oliver himself, writhing
in pain, begged to be killed and put out of his misery. "If you must die,
then die like a man," snapped his father. After awhile Oliver was quiet.
"I guess he is dead," Brown said. Nearby, Watson Brown lay quietly
breathing his last. The attack that had begun but 24 hours before was
fast coming to an end.

THE TRAP IS SPRUNG
The somberness that permeated the fire enginehouse contrasted sharply

with the din outside. Hundreds of militiamen and townspeople jammed the
streets, which echoed with whoops and yells. Anxious and hysterical
friends and relatives of Brown's hostages added to the confusion. While
the quasi-military operations ended at nightfall, the non-military activities
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Albert Hazlett

Osborn P. Anderson
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continued with increasing fervor. The bars in the Wager House and Gault
House Saloon were enjoying an unprecedented business. Many men were
intoxicated, and they fired their guns wildly into the air and occasionally at
the enginehouse. All semblance of order was gone and the "wildest
excitement" prevailed throughout the night.

During this confusion two of Brown's men made their escape. Of the
raiders caught in Harpers Ferry when the Jefferson Guards seized the
B r 0 bridge at midday on October 17, Albert Hazlett and Osborn P.
Anderson, occupying the arsenal, went unnoticed during the day. At night
they crept out, mingled with the disorderly crowds, crossed the Potomac
into Maryland, and fled north.

Into the midst of the chaos created by the drunken and disorderly
militia and townspeople marched 90 U.S. Marines led by a 52-year-old
Army colonel, Robert E. Lee. Lee had been at his home in Arlington, Va.,
that afternoon when Lt. J. E. B. Stuart brought him secret orders to report
to the War Department at once. There President Buchanan and
Secretary of War Floyd told him of Brown's attack and ordered him to
leave immediately for Harpers Ferry with the only Federal troops readily
available, a detachment of Marines at the Washington Navy Yard. Upon
his arrival at Harpers Ferry, Lee was to take command of all forces in the
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town. Lieutenant Stuart, scenting excitement, asked for and received
permission to accompany Lee, who, in the hurry of departure, had no time
to return home and don his uniform.

The Marines, under the immediate command of Lt. Israel Green, left
Washington before Lee and arrived at Sandy Hook in late afternoon. Lee
and Stuart joined them at 10:30 p.m. Marching into Harpers Ferry, the
Marines entered the armory yard about 11 p.m. and replaced the
disorganized militia. Lee would have ordered an immediate attack on the
enginehouse "But for the fear of sacrificing the lives of some of the
gentlemen held . . . as prisoners . . . ."

About 2:30 a.m., October 18, Lee wrote a surrender demand and
handed it to Stuart for delivery to Brown under a white flag when so
directed. He hoped that the raider chieftain could be persuaded to
surrender peaceably and avoid further bloodshed, but he expected that he
would be taken only by force and laid his plans accordingly. In the early
morning hours, Lee, believing the raid to be chiefly aimed against State
authority and not the Federal Government, offered the honor of assaulting
the enginehouse to Colonel Shriver of the Maryland Volunteers. Shriver
declined. "These men of mine have wives and children," he said. "I will not
expose them to such risks. You are paid for doing this kind of work." Lee
then offered the task to Colonel Baylor of the Virginia militia. Baylor
promptly declined it for the same reasons. Lieutenant Green was then
asked if he wished "the honor of taking those men out." Green lifted his
cap, thanked Lee, and picked a storming party of 12 men. He instructed
them to use only their bayonets, as bullets might injure some of the
hostages.

Trapped inside the armory enginehouse, the raiders and
their hostages await the attack by U.S. Marines under Col.
Robert E. Lee.



By 7 a.m. there was enough light for operations. All arrangements for
the assault had been completed. The militia formed up outside the armory
wall to keep the street clear of spectators and to prevent indiscriminate
firing that might injure the storming party. The Marines took position
at the northwest corner of the enginehouse, just out of the line of fire from
the door. Then Lieutenant Stuart moved forward with the surrender
demand. Brown opened the door a few inches and placed his body against
the crack so the lieutenant could not see inside. He held a cocked rifle in
one hand. Stuart read the terms offered by Lee:

Colonel Lee, United States Army, commanding troops sent by the
President of the United States to suppress the insurrection at this
place, demands the surrender of the persons in the Armory buildings.
If they will peaceably surrender themselves and restore the pillaged
property, they shall be kept in safety to await the orders of the
President. Col. Lee represents to them, in all frankness, that it is
impossible for them to escape; that the Armory is surrounded on
all sides by troops; and that if he is compelled to take them by force
he cannot answer for their safety.

Robert E. Lee (left) and J. E. B. Stuart
are pictured here about the time

of the raid. This little-known portrait
of Stuart shows him in civilian
dress and with trimmed beard.

According to Stuart, the parley was "a long one." Brown refused to
surrender. Instead he presented his own propositions "in every possible
shape, and with admirable tact," insisting that he, his men, and his
hostages be permitted to cross the river unmolested.

Stuart, instructed not to accept any counter-proposals, sensed that
further discussion was useless. Stepping back from the door, he waved his
hat, a pre-arranged signal for the Marines to attack. Brown slammed the
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Lt. Israel Green (right) led the Marine attack
on the enginehouse and was the first man to

enter the building. The engraving below shows
the Marines battering the enginehouse door

while under fire from raiders inside.

door shut and the troops came on. Three men with sledge hammers
pounded the center door of the enginehouse, but it would not yield; the
raiders had placed the fire engines against it. Spotting a heavy ladder
nearby, Lieutenant Green directed his men to use it as a battering-ram. On
the second blow the door splintered and a small opening was effected.

Lieutenant Green was the first man through. Maj. W. W. Russell,
armed only with a rattan cane, followed immediately. Pvt. Luke Quinn
squeezed through behind Russell and fell dead at the door, shot through
his groin. Another Marine, Pvt. Mathew Ruppert, stepped over Quinn,
then dropped his gun and clawed his face in pain where a bullet had torn
through his cheek. The rest of the storming party entered without injury.

The hostages cowered at the rear of the building; Brown knelt between
the fire engines, rifle in hand. As Green came through the row of engines,
Colonel Washington greeted him and pointed at Brown. Green raised his
sword and brought it down with all his strength, cutting a deep wound in
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the back of the raider chieftain's neck. As Brown fell, Green lunged with
his sword, striking part of the raider's accouterments and bending the
blade double. Green then showered blow after blow upon Brown's head
until he fell unconscious. Two of the raiders were killed almost
immediately after the Marines entered the building: Dauphin Thompson,
pinned against the rear wall by a bayonet, and Jeremiah Anderson, run
through by a saber as he sought refuge under one of the fire engines.
Edwin Coppoc and Shields Green surrendered. The fight was over in
about 3 minutes.

After their capture, Brown and his surviving men were placed
under guard outside the enginehouse, where they were subjected

to taunts and threats of angry militia and townspeople.

None of the hostages was injured, although Lieutenant Green
considered them the "sorriest lot of people I ever saw." The dead, dying,
and wounded raiders were carried outside and laid in a row on the grass.
As Brown slowly regained consciousness, the Marines had trouble keeping
back the throngs of militia and townspeople who wanted to see the
wounded raider leader. After noon, Brown and Stevens, still suffering from
the wounds he received on October 17, were carried to the paymaster's
office where a group of inquisitors, including Virginia's Governor Henry A.
Wise and Senator James M. Mason, and Ohio Congressman Clement L.
Vallandigham, questioned them for 3 hours in an effort to learn their
purpose and the names of their supporters in the North.

During the interrogation Brown lay on the floor, his hair matted and
tangled, his face, hands, and clothes soiled and smeared with blood. He
talked freely, and while he readily admitted his intention to free the
slaves, "and only that," he refused to divulge the names of his Northern
backers. "No man sent me here," he said; "it was my own prompting and
that of my Maker, or that of the devil, whichever you ascribe it to. I
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acknowledge no man in human form." He continued:
I want you to understand, gentlemen . . . that I respect the rights of
the poorest and weakest of colored people, oppressed by the slave
system, just as much as I do those of the most wealthy and powerful.
That is the idea that has moved me, and that alone. We expect no
reward, except the satisfaction of endeavoring to do for those in distress
and greatly oppressed, as we would be done by. The cry of distress of
the oppressed is my reason, and the only thing that has prompted
me to come here.

Brown then issued a prophetic warning:
I wish to say furthermore, that you had betterall you people at the
Southprepare yourselves for a settlement of that question that must
come up for settlement sooner than you are prepared for it. The sooner
you are prepared the better. You may dispose of me very easily; I am
nearly disposed of now; but this question is still to be settledthis
negro question I meanthe end of that is not yet.

JOHN BROWN'S BODY
The day after their capture, Brown and his surviving followers

Stevens, Edwin Coppoc, Shields Green, and John Copelandwere taken
to Charles Town under heavy guard and lodged in the county jail. The
cell doors had hardly banged shut when they learned that they were to
receive speedy trials. The grand jury was then in session, and the
semiannual term of the circuit court, presided over by Judge Richard
Parker, had begun.

The five raiders were arraigned on October 25, just one week after their
capture. The next day they were indicted for treason against the
Commonwealth of Virginia, for conspiring with slaves to rebel, and for
murder. Each defendant pleaded "Not guilty" and each asked for a separate
trial. The court consented and elected to try Brown first. Two court-
appointed attorneys, 36-year-old Lawson Botts, who had helped to capture
the raiders, and Thomas C. Green, the 39-year-old Mayor of Charles
Town, were called upon to defend him. Charles Harding, Commonwealth
Attorney for Jefferson County, and Andrew Hunter, a veteran Charles
Town lawyer, served as prosecutors for the State.

The trial began on October 27. It lasted 3% Still suffering from his
wounds, Brown was carried back and forth from jail to courthouse, and
lay on a cot during much of the proceedings. Judge Parker had hardly
brought the court to order when defense counsel Botts astounded the
packed courtroom (including Brown himself) by reading a telegram from
A. H. Lewis of Akron, Ohio, dated October 26:

John Brown, leader of the insurrection at Harper's Ferry, and several
of his family, have resided in this county for many years. Insanity is
hereditary in that family. His mother's sister died with it, and a



John Brown was tried in the
courthouse at Charles Town,
about 10 miles from Harpers
Ferry. The trial was presided
over by the Hon. Richard
Parker (inset), circuit judge
for Jefferson County.
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daughter of that sister has been two years in a Lunatic Asylum. A son
and daughter of his mother's brother have also been confined in the
lunatic asylum, and another son of that brother is now insane and
under close restraint. These facts can be conclusively proven by
witnesses residing here, who will doubtless attend the trial if desired.

After receiving the telegram, Botts had gone to the jail to talk with Brown
about it. The raider leader had readily admitted that there were instances
of insanity in his mother's side of the family (in fact, his mother had died
insane), but asserted that there was none at all on his father's side. He
said his first wife had shown symptoms of it, as had two of their sons,
Frederick and John, Jr. Clearly, by introducing the Lewis telegram, the
defense hoped to save Brown's life by having him declared insane and
committed to an institution. But the old abolitionist refused to sanction
such a plea. Rising up on his cot, he exclaimed:

I will add, if the Court will allow me, that I look upon it as a
miserable artifice and pretext of those who ought to take a different
course in regard to me, if they took any at all, and I view it with
contempt more than otherwise. As I remarked to Mr. Green, insane
persons, so far as my experience goes, have but little ability to judge
of their own sanity; and, if I am insane, of course I should think
I know more than all the rest of the world. But I do not think so. I am
perfectly unconscious of insanity, and I reject, so far as I am capable,
any attempt to interfere in my behalf on that score.

Lawson Botts (left) and Thomas C. Green were appointed
by the court to defend the raider leader. Brown, however,
did not trust them to provide him an adequate defense.
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Brown had more faith in the three
lawyers provided by his Northern

friends. Clockwise from left: George
Hoyt, shown here as an officer during

the Civil War, Samuel Chilton, and
Hiram Griswold. Their efforts to save

him from the gallows, however,
proved fruitless.

Judge Parker ruled out the insanity plea on the basis that the evidence
had not been presented in a reliable form. He also rejected Bott's request
for a delay in the proceedings to allow new counsel of Brown's own
choosing to come from Ohio. The trial continued.

The defense lawyers were increased to three when George Hoyt joined
Botts and Green. Hoyt, a 21-year-old Boston lawyer, was sent to Charles
Town by some of Brown's Northern supporters ostensibly to defend the
raider chieftain; his real mission was to gather information that might be
useful to those plotting Brown's escape.

As the trial progressed, Brown became more and more irritated with his
court-appointed lawyers and openly expressed his lack of confidence in
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them. Botts and Green thereupon withdrew, leaving Hoyt, the woefully
inexperienced "beardless boy" who was entirely unacquainted with the
code and procedure of the Virginia courts and knowing very little about
the case, burdened with the sole responsibility for conducting the defense
in one of the most sensational trials the country had ever witnessed. He
was soon reinforced, however, by more seasoned counsel. Samuel Chilton
of Washington, D.C., and Hiram Griswold of Cleveland, Ohio, were
persuaded by Brown's influential friends to join the fight to save the
abolitionist's life. But their arrival made little difference; the outcome of
the trial was inevitable.

The prosecution's parade of witnesses recounted the story of the attack
on Harpers Ferry, the arming of the slaves, and the deaths of Hayward
Shepherd, Fontaine Beckham, and George W. Turner. Brown's contention
that, as commander in chief of a provisional army, he should be tried
according to the laws of war and not as a common criminal was rejected.
Other arguments offered by the defense met with equally fruitless results.
Finally, on October 31, closing arguments by the prosecution and the
defense were heard and at 1:45 p.m. the case went to the jury.
Deliberations lasted for 45 minutes. The verdict: guilty on all three counts.
A newspaper correspondent described the reaction:

Not the slightest sound was heard in the vast crowd as this verdict
was thus returned and read. Not the slightest expression of elation
or triumph was uttered from the hundreds present, who, a moment
before, outside the court, joined in heaping threats and imprecations
upon his head; nor was this strange silence interrupted during the
whole of the time occupied by the forms of the Court. Old Brown
himself said not even a word, but, as on previous days, turned to
adjust his pallet, and then composedly stretched himself upon it.

Andrew Hunter, special prosecutor for the
State of Virginia, vowed to see Brown
"arraigned, tried, found guilty, sentenced
and hung, all within ten days."



The courtroom in which Brown was tried was not as large as drawing would indicate,
but it was packed witnesses and spectators. Brown lay on a cot during most of the
proceeding, rising only occasionally to make a point in his defense. The insets shoal
Jefferson County sheriff James Campbell (left) and the jailer, John Avis
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Sentence was passed on November 2: John Brown would hang on
Friday, December 2, 1859. The other raidersCoppoc, Stevens, Copeland,
and Greenwere tried subsequently, found guilty, and received like
sentences. Of the seven raiders who escaped from Harpers Ferry, John
Cook and Albert Hazlett were captured in Pennsylvania, brought to
Charles Town for trial, convicted, and hanged.

In the days following Brown's sentencing, Virginia's Governor Wise
was swamped with mail. Many letters pleaded for clemency, some
contained outright threats, while others warned of fantastic plots to effect
the abolitionist's escape. Martial law was declared in Charles Town.
Militiamen were everywhere, and armed patrols kept a vigilant watch on
all roads leading into town. The day of execution came, and not one of the
schemes to free Brown materialized.

Henry A. Wise,
Governor of Virginia

PROCLAMATION!

IN pnrsuatice of instructions from the Governor of Virgin,
is, notice is hereby given to all whom it may concern,

Malt-as heretoforeA Particularly from now until atter Fri,
day next the Send of December, STRANGERS found Within
the County :of Jefferson, and Counties adjacent, having no
known and propf&businesi here,. and ho cannot give a sat -
isfactory account of themgelves,41 I be at once arrested.-

That on, and for a proper peri Clore that day, staulers
andespecially parties, approachhig Mier the pretext of being
presedt at t t on f John .Drown, whether by:Railroad
4,r,othenvvise, wit e the' ilitary and turned back or
arrested withonCreg rd o the amount of force, that may be
required to direct this,and during ibesaid period and especial-
ly on the lend of December, the citizens of Jefferson and the
surrounding country are :COWIE-a 7' ICJ L L r warned to
remain at their homes armed and guard their own property.

On the afternoon before the execution, Brown's grief-stricken wife was
allowed to visit him in his cell. They spent several hours talking. Toward
evening they parted, and Mary Brown went to Harpers Ferry to await
the delivery of her husband's body. It would be her agonizing duty to
return Brown's remains to their North Elba home for burial.

A few minutes after 11 a.m. on December 2, 1859, John Brown walked
down the steps of the Charles Town jail, climbed into the back of a
horse-drawn wagon, and sat down on his own coffin. Flanked by files of
soldiers, the wagon moved off toward a field a short distance from the town
where a scaffold had been erected. No civilians were permitted near the
execution site. The field was ringed by 1,500 soldiers, among them a
company of Virginia Military Institute cadets commanded by a stern-
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With soldiers lining the streets, John Brown comes down the
steps of the Charles Town jail on the way to his execution,
December 2, 1859. The wagon containing his coffin stands
nearby.

looking professor who would soon gain fame and immortality as the
Confederate Gen. "Stonewall" Jackson. In the ranks of a Richmond
company stood another man who, in a few short years, would also
achieve immortality by committing one of the most infamous deeds in
American historyJohn Wilkes Booth.

As the hushed military watched, Brown climbed the scaffold steps.
Sheriff John W. Campbell pulled a white linen hood over the prisoner's
head and set the noose. John Avis, the jailor, asked Brown to step forward
onto the trap. "You must lead me," Brown replied, "for I cannot see."
The abolitionist's last words were directed to Avis as one final adjustment
of the noose was made. "Be quick," he said.

At 11:30 a hatchet stroke sprung the trap and John Brown died. The
voice of a militia colonel broke the stillness: "So perish all such enemies
of Virginia! All such enemies of the Union! All such enemies of the
human race!"

But the end was not yet. True, Brown was dead; but he had helped
to arouse popular passions both North and South to the point where
compromise would be impossible. The raid created a national furor and
generated a wave of emotionalism that widened the sectional breach that
had divided the country for so many years. Although conservative
Northern opinion quickly condemned the raid as the work of a madman,
the more radical hailed-it as "the best news America ever had" and
glorified Brown as "the new saint" whose martyrdom in the cause of
human freedom would make the gallows "glorious like the cross."
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he hanginglof John Brown took place at 11:30 a.m.,
ecember 2,4 859, in a field just outside Charles Town. The

el&-rzei lOngei-exists, but the site is identified by a simple
-stone marker.





Southerners shuddered. For decades they had been defending their
"peculiar institution" of slavery against the ever-increasing attacks of
Northern abolitionists, but anti-slavery agitation had always followed a
course of non-violence. Then Brown had come with his pikes and guns
to change all that. In the false atmosphere of crisis that gripped the South
in the wake of the raid, the small voices of moderates were lost in the din
of extremists who saw Brown's act as part of a vast Northern conspiracy
to instigate servile insurrections throughout the slave States.

To meet this threat, real or imagined, vigilance committees were
formed, volunteer military companies were organized, and more and more
Southerners began to echo the sentiments of the Richmond Enquirer:
"if under the form of a Confederacy our peace is disturbed, our State
invaded, its peaceful citizens cruelly murdered . . . by those who should
be our warmest friends . . . and the people of the North sustain the
outrage, then let disunion come."

Disunion sentiment increased during the presidential campaign of
1860, stimulated by a split in the Democratic Party that practically
guaranteed a Republican victory in the November elections. When
Abraham Lincoln was elected President, the secessionist movement could
no longer be contained. On December 20, unable to tolerate a President
"whose opinions and purposes are hostile to slavery," South Carolina
severed her ties with the Union. By February 1, 1861, Mississippi, Florida,
Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas had followed her lead. One week
later the Confederate States of America was formed at Montgomery, Ala.,
and the country drifted slowly toward civil war. Before many months had
passed, soldiers in blue would be marching south to the tune of "John
Brown's Body" as if to fulfill the prophecy Brown had left in a note to one
of his Charles Town guards shortly before the execution:
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EPILOGUE
The war that John Brown predicted would come, and which his raid

helped to precipitate, began in April 1861. When it ended almost 4 years
to the day later, slavery had been destroyed along with some 600,000
lives and millions of dollars worth of property. Among the casualties of
the war was Harpers Ferry. The town's strategic position on the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad at the northern end of the Shenandoah Valley made
it a prime target for both Union and Confederate forces. It changed
hands again and again, and by war's end in 1865 the place was a shambles.

As early as February 1862 a young Union staff officer assigned to
the Harpers Ferry area could write of the town: "The appearance of ruin
by war and fire was awful. Charred ruins were all that remain of the
splendid public works, arsenals, workshops and railroads, stores, hotels,
and dwelling houses all mingled in one common destruction." Much the
same observation was made 3 years later in the summer of 1865 by John
T. Trowbridge, a New England writer, during a tour of the South: "[T]he
town is the reverse of agreeable. It is said to have been a pleasant and
picturesque place formerly. The streets were well graded, and the hill-sides
above were graced with terraces and trees. But war has changed all.
Freshets tear down the centre of the streets, and the hill-sides present
only ragged growths of weeds. The town itself lies half in ruins. . . . Of the
bridge across the Shenandoah only the ruined piers are left; still less
remains of the old bridge over the Potomac. And all about the town are
rubbish, filth and stench."

The once-imposing armory complex along the Potomac River and the
rifle works on Hall Island in the Shenandoah were burned-out hulks.
Only the armory enginehouse remained basically intact, "like a monument
which no Rebel hands were permitted to demolish." Large sections of the
town had been burned by various troop contingents to prevent their use by
enemy soldiers. Many homes, churches, schools, and business establish-
ments were damaged beyond repair by shot and shell fired from the
surrounding heights. Still other buildings, subjected to long military use,
were on the verge of ruin. The industries on Virginius Islandthe iron
foundry, the flour mill, the sawmill, the machine shops, the cotton mill
were also gone, and Harpers Ferry no longer had the activity and bustle
of an economically healthy community.

Besides the material damage inflicted by powerful weaponry and by
the seemingly endless procession of soldiers who filched or requisitioned
everything that could be carried away, the town suffered an even greater
lossits people. During the war most of the townspeople moved away,
some to escape the dangers of military operations, some to seek employ-
ment elsewhere after the armory and the industries were destroyed, and
some to join one or the other opposing armies. Many never came back.
Those who did return found their town in ruins and themselves the
citizens of a new State.
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In 1861 the people in the mountainous western counties of Virginia
strongly opposed secession. When the rest of the State voted overwhelm-
ingly in a statewide referendum on May 23, 1861, to withdraw from the
Federal Union, the loyal western residents, in a series of conventions at
Wheeling, voted to "secede" from Virginia and set up their own State. The
bill for admission passed Congress on December 11, 1862, and on June 30,
1863, by Presidential proclamation, West Virginia became the 35th State.
For years, however, many Jefferson County residents refused to use
"West" as part of the designation.

Harpers Ferry never recovered from the devastation of the Civil War.
Staring at the stark chimneys and charred remains of once impressive
buildings, one of the townspeople concluded: "This place will never be
anything again unless the government rebuilds the armoryand it is
doubtful if that is ever done." The Government never did, and the ground
on which it stood was auctioned off in 1869. Mills and factories remained
closed. The railroad did a small percentage of its previous business. Hopes
for a renewal of the town's former prosperity were dashed in 1870 when
a flood destroyed or badly damaged nearly every building on Virginias
Island and along the south side of Shenandoah Street. Subsequent floods
destroyed still more of the town and ruined the Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal. The canal was finally abandoned after the flood of 1924.

Inundated too often by high water, the residents of Harpers Ferry
eventually left the old buildings in the lower town and moved up the
heights to the high ground of Camp Hill and toward Bolivar. For years
the old shops and stores, those that remained, stood empty, neglected, and
deteriorating. When Harpers Ferry became a national historical area, the
National Park Service began an intensive campaign to preserve the fragile
remains of the 18th- and 19th-century industries, homes, churches, stores,
and shops, and to restore much of the old town to its pre-Civil War
appearance, a time when it was at its peak as a thriving, bustling
industrial community and transportation center.

Today, while much of the old historical town remains, few of the
structures that figured prominently in John Brown's raid survive. (See
maps on pp. 29 and 30 .) The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad bridge across the
Potomac, by which Brown and his raiders entered Harpers Ferry in
October 1859, was destroyed by Confederate soldiers early in the Civil
War. More modern structures span the river now, but the stone supports
of the old bridge can still be seen. Nothing at all remains of the bridge
across the Shenandoah. The stone piers now standing in the river near the
Point section of the town are from a later structure.

The ruins of the armory buildings stood for, many years after the war
and eventually disappeared. In 1893 the site itself disappeared under 30
feet of fill when the B ed. 0 Railroad changed the line of its tracks. The
outlines of two of the armory buildings have been marked by flat stones
and the spot where the enginehouse was located is marked by a small
monument. The enginehouse itself (now called "John Brown's Fort")
stands nearby on the old arsenal grounds, and is little changed from its
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appearance at the time of the raid. Here also can be seen the excavated
remains of the small U.S. arsenal and some of the partially exposed burned
muskets destroyed when the building was gutted by Federal troops in
April 1861.

In February 1862 Federal soldiers burned the Point area of Harpers
Ferry to keep Confederate sharpshooters from using the buildings. Among
the structures destroyed were the railroad depot, the water tower around
which Mayor Fontaine Beckham was peering when he was shot by one of
the raiders, several stores and shops, the Potomac Restaurant, the Wager
House Hotel, and the Gault House Saloon. The Wager House (not to be
confused with another structure of the same name that still exists) was
the scene of several notable events. It was here that many of the wounded
were carried, including two of the raiders, Aaron Stevens and William
Thompson. Many of the militiamen did their "best fighting" at its bar.
From the Wager House porch, Gov. Henry Wise of Virginia read letters
taken from Brown's men to the angered townspeople. Wise also lived here
during his brief stay in Harpers Ferry. Mrs. John Brown stayed here when
she came to Harpers Ferry in December 1859 for her last visit with her
husband, and it was here that she received his body after the execution.

The Shenandoah islands are deserted today except for the line of the
Winchester and Pcitomac Railroad. All of the buildings are gone now
except for the foundations of some of the mills and the retaining walls of
the rifle factory, nestled in among the weeds, brush, and trees. Many
disappeared through neglect after the industries were destroyed during the
Civil War, some washed away in the many floods with which Harpers
Ferry has been plagued, and others, like Herr's flour mill and the rifle
works, were deliberately destroyecbby Union and Confederate troops.

Several structures associated with the raid still exist outside Harpers
Ferry. The courthouse at Charles Town, W. Va., is little changed since
John Brown was tried and sentenced there more than a century ago. The
Kennedy farm, Brown's headquarters during the months he was planning
the raid, lies in the Maryland countryside about 5 miles from Harpers
Ferry. Col. Lewis Washington's home, "Beallair," which several raiders
broke into on the night of October 16 and took its owner hostage, stands
near Halltown, about 4 miles west of Harpers Ferry. And nearby, at the
foot of Alstadt Hill, west of Bolivar, is the home of John H. Alstadt,
another hostage taken by Brown's men on October 16.
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"3 APPENDIX

The Capture of John Brown*
by Israel Green

At noon of Monday, October 18, 1859, Chief Clerk Walsh, of the Navy
Department, drove rapidly into the Washington Navy-yard, and, meeting
me, asked me how many marines we had stationed at the barracks
available for immediate duty. I happened to be the senior officer present
and in command that day. I instantly replied to Mr. Walsh that we had
ninety men available, and then asked him what was the trouble. He told
me that Ossawatomie Brown, of Kansas, with a number of men, had taken
the arsenal at Harper's Ferry, and was then besieged there by the Virginia
State troops. Mr. Walsh returned speedily to the Navy Department
building, and, in the course of an hour, orders came to me from
Secretary Tousey to proceed at once to Harper's Ferry and report to the
senior officer; and, if there should be no such officer at the Ferry, to take
charge and protect the government property. With a detachment of ninety
marines, I started for Harper's Ferry that afternoon on the 3:30 train,
taking with me two howitzers. It was a beautiful, clear autumn day, and
the men, exhilarated by the excitement of the occasion, which came after
a long, dull season of confinement in the barracks, enjoyed the trip
exceedingly.

At Frederick Junction I received a dispatch from Colonel Robert E.
Lee, who turned out to be the army officer to whom I was to report. He
directed me to proceed to Sandy Hook, a small place about a mile this
side of the Ferry, and there await his arrival. At ten o'clock in the evening
he came up on a special train from Washington. His first order was to
form the marines out of the car, and march from the bridge to Harper's
Ferry. This we did, entering the enclosure of the arsenal grounds through
a back gate. At eleven o'clock Colonel Lee ordered the volunteers to march
out of the grounds, and gave the control inside to the marines, with
instructions to see that none of the insurgents escaped during the night.
There had been hard fighting all the preceding day, and Brown and his
men kept quiet during the night. At half-past six in the morning Colonel
Lee gave me orders to select a detail of twelve men for a storming party,
and place them near the engine-house in which Brown and his men had
intrenched themselves. I selected twelve of my best men, and a second
twelve to be employed as a reserve. The engine-house was a strong stone
[actually brick] building, which is still in a good state of preservation at
the Ferry, in spite of the three days' fighting in the building by Brown and
his men, and the ravages of the recent war between the States. The building
was . . . perhaps thirty feet by thirty-five. In the front were two large
double doors, between which was a stone abutment. Within were two
old-fashioned, heavy fire-engines, with a hose-cart and reel standing
between them, and just back of the abutment between the doors. They were
double-battened doors, very strongly made, with heavy wrought-iron nails.

*Originally published in The North American Review, December 1885.
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Lieutenant J. E. B. Stewart [Stuart], afterwards famous as a cavalry
commander on the side of the South, accompanied Colonel Lee as a
volunteer aid. He was ordered to go with a part of the troops to the front
of the engine-house and demand the surrender of the insurgent party.
Colonel Lee directed him to offer protection to Brown and his men, but to
receive no counter-proposition from Brown in regard to the surrender.
On the way to the engine-house, Stewart and myself agreed upon a signal
for attack in the event that Brown should refuse to surrender. It was
simply that Lieutenant Stewart would wave his hat, which was then, I
believe, one very similar to the famous chapeau which he wore throughout
the war. I had my storming party ranged alongside of the engine-house,
and a number of men were provided with sledge-hammers with which to
batter in the doors. I stood in front of the abutment between the
doors. Stewart hailed Brown and called for his surrender, but Brown at
once began to make a proposition that he and his men should be allowed
to come out of the engine-house and be given the length of the bridge
start, so that they might escape. Suddenly Lieutenant Stewart waved his
hat, and I gave the order to my men to batter in the door. Those
inside fired rapidly at the point where the blows were given upon the door.
Very little impression was made with the hammers, as the doors were
tied on the inside with ropes and braced by the hand-brakes of the fire-
engines, and in a few minutes I gave the order to desist. Just then
my eye caught sight of a ladder, lying a few feet from the engine-house,
in the yard, and I ordered my men to catch it up and use it as a
battering-ram. The reserve of twelve men I employed as a supporting
column for the assaulting party. The men took hold bravely and made a
tremendous assault upon the door. The second blow broke it in.
This entrance was a ragged hole low down in the right-hand door, the
door being splintered and cracked some distance upward. I instantly
stepped from my position in front of the stone abutment, and entered the
opening made by the ladder. At the time I did not stop to think of
it, but upon reflection I should say that Brown had just emptied his
carbine at the point broken by the ladder, and so I passed in safely.
Getting to my feet, I ran to the right of the engine which stood behind the
door, passed quickly to the rear of the house, and came up between
the two engines. The first person I saw was Colonel Lewis Washington,
who was standing near the hose-cart, at the front of the engine-house.
On one knee, a few feet to the left, knelt a man with a carbine in his hand,
just pulling the lever to reload.

"Hello, Green," said Colonel Washington, and he reached out his
hand to me. I grasped it with my left hand, having my saber uplifted in
my right, and he said, pointing to the kneeling figure, "This is

Ossawatomie."
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As he said this, Brown turned his head to see who it was to whom
Colonel Washington was speaking. Quicker than thought I brought my
saber down with all my strength upon his head. He was moving as
the blow fell, and I suppose I did not strike him where I intended, for he
received a deep saber cut in the back of the neck. He fell senseless on
his, side, then rolled over on his back. He had in his hand a short Sharpe's-
cavalry carbine. I think he had just fired as I reached Colonel
Washington, for the marine who followed me into the aperture made by
the ladder received a bullet in the abdomen, from which he died in a
few minutes. The shot might have been fired by some one else in the
insurgent party, but I think it was from Brown. Instinctively as Brown fell
I gave him a saber thrust in the left breast. The sword I carried was a
light uniform weapon, and, either not having a point or striking something
hard in Brown's accouterments, did not penetrate. The blade bent double.

By that time three or four of my men were inside. They came
rushing in like tigers, as a storming assault is not a play-day sport. They
bayoneted one man skulking under the engine, and pinned another
fellow up against the rear wall, both being instantly killed. I ordered the
men to spill no more blood. The other insurgents were at once taken
under arrest, and the contest ended. The whole fight had not lasted over
three minutes. My only thought was to capture, or, if necessary, kill,
the insurgents, and take possession of the engine-house.

I saw very little of the situation within until the fight was over. Then
I observed that the engine-house was thick with smoke, and it was
with difficulty that a person could be seen across the room. In the rear,
behind the left-hand engine, were huddled the prisoners whom Brown
had captured and held as hostages for the safety of himself and his
men. Colonel Washington was one of these. All during the fight, as I
understood afterward, he kept to the front of the engine-house. When I
met him he was as cool as he would have been on his own veranda
entertaining guests. He was naturally a very brave man. I remember that
he would not come out of the engine-house, begrimed and soiled as
he was from his long imprisonment, until he had put a pair of kid gloves
upon his hands. The other prisoners were the sorriest lot of people I
ever saw. They had been without food for over sixty hours, in constant
dread of being shot, and were huddled up in the corner where lay the
body of Brown's son and one or two others of the insurgents who had been
killed. Some of them have endeavored to give an account of the storming
of the engine-house and the capture of Brown, but none of the reports
have been free from a great many misstatements, and I suppose that
Colonel Washington and myself were the only persons really able to say
what was done. Other stories have been printed by people on the outside,
describing the fight within. What they say must be taken with a great
deal of allowance, for they could not have been witnesses of what
occurred within the engine-house. One recent account describes me as
jumping over the right-hand engine more like a wild beast than a
soldier. Of course nothing of the kind happened. The report made by
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Colonel Lee at the time, which is now on file in the War department,
gives a more succinct and detailed account than any I have seen.

I can see Colonel Lee now, as he stood on a slight elevation about
forty feet from the engine-house, during the assault. He was in civilian
dress, and looked then very little as he did during the war. He wore no
beard, except a dark mustache, and his hair was slightly gray. He had no
arms upon his person, and treated the affair as one of no very great
consequence, which would be speedily settled by the marines. A part of the
scene, giving color and life to the picture, was the bright blue uniform
of the marines. They wore blue trousers then, as they do now, and a dark-
blue frock-coat. Their belts were white, and they wore French fatigue
caps. I do not remember the names of the twelve men in the storming
party, nor can I tell what became of them in later life. We had no use for
the howitzers, and, in fact, they were not taken from the car.

Immediately after the fight, Brown was carried out of the engine-house,
and recovered consciousness while lying on the ground in front. A
detail of men carried him up to the paymaster's office, where he was
attended to and his wants supplied. On the following day, Wednesday,
with an escort, I removed him to Charleston [Charles Town], and
turned him over to the civil authorities. No handcuffs were placed upon
him, and he supported himself with a self-reliance and independence
which were characteristic of the man. He had recovered a great deal from
the effects of the blow from my saber, the injury of which was
principally the shock, as he only received a flesh wound. I had little
conversation with him, and spent very little time with him.

I have often been asked to describe Brown's appearance at the instant
he lifted his head to see who was talking with Colonel Washington. It
would be impossible for me to do so. The whole scene passed so rapidly
that it hardly made a distinct impression upon my mind. I can only
recall the fleeting picture of an old man kneeling with a carbine in his
hand, with a long gray beard falling away from his face, looking quickly
and keenly toward the danger that he was aware had come upon
him. He was not a large man, being perhaps five feet ten inches when he
straightened up in full. His dress, even, I do not remember distinctly.
I should say that he had his trousers tucked in his boots, and that he wore
clothes of grayprobably no more than trousers and shirt. I think he
had no hat upon his head.

None of the prisoners were hurt. They were badly frightened and
somewhat starved. I received no wounds except a slight scratch on one
hand as I was getting through the hole in the door. Colonel Lee and the
people on the outside thought I was wounded. Brown had, at the
time, only five or six fighting men, and I think he himself was the only
one who showed fight after I entered the engine-house. There were no
provisions in the building, and it would have been only a question of time
when Brown would have had to surrender. Colonel Washington was
the only person inside the house that I knew.



I have been asked what became of Brown's carbine. That I do not
know. My sword was left in Washington, among people with whom I
lived, and I lost trace of it. A few years ago, after having come out of the
war and gone west to Dakota, where I now live, I received a letter
from a gentleman in Washington, saying that he knew where the sword
was, and that it was still bent double, as it was left by the thrust upon
Brown's breast. He said that it was now a relic of great historic value, and
asked me to assent to the selling of it upon the condition that I should
receive a portion of the price of the weapon. To me the matter had very
little interest, and I replied indifferently. Since then I have heard
nothing of the matter. I presume the saber could be found somewhere in
Washington.
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